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qhank you for choosing pCfbu to suéély your iCJjpLjp systemK te are éleased to give you the
®
Analyst NKTKO poftwareI which érovides liquid chromatograéhyJtandem mass séectrometry
EiCJjpLjpF functionsK
®

qhe oelease Notes describe the features in the Analyst NKTKO poftware as well as troubleshooting
guidelinesK rse these release notes for reference as you become familiar with the softwareI and
for future referenceK cor installation and software coméatibility informationI refer to the poftware
fnstallation duideK

eow to rse qhese oelease kotes
®

qo helé you understand what is new and what is fixed relative to your current Analyst poftware
®
versionI the oelease Notes for the Analyst NKTKO poftware have been structured so that you only
have to read the sections that are relevant to youK
bveryone should read kotes on rseI as this section aéélies séecifically to issues that are known
®
in the Analyst NKTKO poftwareK
koteW qo view the enhancementsI fixed issuesI and known issues for érevious versions of the
®
Analyst poftwareI refer to the oelease Notes for érevious versionsK

koteW qhe numbers in éarentheses are reference numbers for each issue or feature in our internal
tracking systemK
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®

qhis section describes the enhancements and fixes in the Analyst NKTKO poftwareK qo view the
®
enhancements and fixes for the érevious releases of the Analyst poftwareI refer to the oelease
Notes that came with that version of the softwareK

kew ceatures and bnhancements in sersion NKTKO
qhe following features and enhancements are availableK
• qhe phimadzu iCJQM systemI including the fluorescence detectorI ocJOMAupI is now suééortedK
• qhe phimadzu iCJOM and iCJPM systemsI including the maAI can now be controlled through
the new phimadzu jfjfC O driverK
®

qj

• pCfbu qriéle nuad TRMM iCJjpLjp pystem – nqoAm oeady data files created in pCfbu lp
can now be érocessedK
®

• aefect fixes that were included in the Analyst NKTKN eotcix N are included in this version of the
softwareK

cixed fssues in sersion NKTKO
qhe following issues have been fixed in this releaseW
Checksum is enabled but no checksum was found in the acquired data file
then checksum is enabledI the acquired data file might not always have a checksum in itK
EAkJNMSVF
qj

A data file could not be opened if was acquired using an bxioniC
and maAK

pystem rs detector
qj

ff a saméle was acquired using an acquisition method that uses both an bxioniC pystem rs
detector and maAI then the data file for the saméle could not be oéenedK EAkJNSQQF
rsers must have aelete rights for the folder where a created mac report is saved
®

ff the Analyst poftware oeéorter is used to create a mac reéortI then the user must have delete
rights for the folder where the created reéort is savedK ltherwiseI the oéeration fails with an error
®
and a teméorary EtméF file remains in the destination folderK fn additionI if the Analyst poftware
oeéorter is used to overwrite an existing reéort in any format EtordI macI eqjiFI then the user
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must have delete rights in the destination folderK ltherwiseI the oéeration fails with an errorK
EAkJPRUI AkJNSOUF
®

oeports created by the Analyst poftware oeporter do not show the mass spectrometer
alias name
®

qhe instrument model is shown in the reéorts created by the Analyst poftware oeéorterK eoweverI
the mass séectrometer alias name is not shownK kow the alias name is shown with the instrument
modelI if an alias was setK EAkJNUORF
®

®

qhe Analyst poftware might not open when the Analyst NKTKN eotcix N is installed
®

After the Analyst NKTKN eotcix N was installedI the Analyst poftware did not oéen on a readJonly
domain controller EolaCF network if the network was disconnectedK EAkJNTPNI AkJNTPPF
koteW then the network is disconnected on an olaC networkI the login faI that is the user
nameI is used as the cull rser kame in the audit trailK
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®

qhe Analyst NKTKO poftware also includes the following fixes that were included in the Analyst
NKTKN eotcix NW
• qhe logging off event from the Administrator Console on a workstation running the
®
Analyst poftware might be missing in the Administrator Console Audit qrail
®

fn an Analyst Administrator Console EAACF environmentI the Administrator Console Audit qrail
creates an event record when a user logs on the Administrator Console on a workstation running
®
the Analyst poftwareK eoweverI it might not create an event record when a user logs off or
closes the Administrator ConsoleI deéending on which node was selected in the left éane before
the user exits or closes the érogramK EAkJPNQF
• Audit qrail events might be recorded in an incorrect project
ff a different éroject is selected from the mrojects list after a chromatogram or a oesults qable
®
has been oéened in the Analyst poftware and then the oéen chromatogram or oesults qable
is érintedI the érinting event is incorrectly recorded in the Audit qrail for the currently selected
érojectK EAkJPUVF
• mre-defined reasons are not always available for selection
then only some of the Audit qrail events have a éreJdefined reason listed in the audit maéI if
any of these events occurI then the aééroériate éreJdefined reason might not be available for
selection in the list of reasons for changeK bven when all of the Audit qrail events have a
éreJdefined reason listed in the audit maéI if an event occursI then only some of the
correséonding éreJdefined reasons are available for selection in the list of reasons for changeK
EAkJTPPF
• qhe project name is truncated in the Change aescription in the Administrator Console
Audit qrail for a project removal event when a project is removed from the Administrator
®
Console on a workstation running the Analyst poftware
ff a éroject is deleted from a éroject root in the Administrator Console aéélication on a workstation
®
®
running the Analyst poftwareI then the Administrator Console Audit qrail in the Analyst poftware
shows the full éath of the éroject root in the Change aescription column for the éroject removal
eventI but the éroject name is truncatedK EAkJNPQPF
koteW ff a éroject is deleted from a éroject root in the AAC aéélication on the AAC server
coméuterI then the truncated éroject name issue still existsK oefer to hnown fssuesK
• Change aescription information is missing in the Audit qrail for a specific event
then saméles are being added to or removed from a oesults qableI if the user clicks lh before
selecting a saméleI then the Change aescription column is blank for this event in the Audit
qrailK ff one or more saméles are selected before the user clicks lhI then the Change
aescription information is recorded correctlyK EAkJNQVQF
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• fncorrect user information is recorded in the Audit qrail when a user logs on the Analyst
poftware in jixed jode

®

ln systems configured with the tindows NM oéerating systemI if a user logs on to the Analyst
poftware in jixed jode after their tindows user érofile has been deleted or before their érofile
®
has been createdI then the érevious user who was logged on to the Analyst poftware is identified
®
as the current loggedJon user in the Analyst poftwareK fn additionI the incorrect user information
is recorded in the Audit qrailK EAkJNRTRF
qj

• qhe bxioniC pump used with an external autosampler continues to pump after the
autosampler stops due to an error
qj

qj

ff an bxioniC éumé is used with an externalI nonJbxioniC autosaméler in an acquisition
qj
methodI then the bxioniC éumé continues to éumé after the autosaméler stoés due to an
errorK EAkJNSMNF
• An incorrect cull rsername might be recorded in the Administrator Console Audit qrail
®

then the Administrator Console is used on a workstation running the Analyst poftwareI actions
that are éerformed by an administrator might be recorded in the Administrator Console Audit
qrail with an incorrect cull rsernameK qhis issue can occur when the user who oéens the
®
Administrator Console is different from the last user who logged on the Analyst poftwareK
EAkJNSSUF
®

®

qhe Analyst NKTKO poftware also includes the fix that was included in the Analyst NKTKN match for
olaC ketwork for the following defectW
®

• rsers might exéerience a slow reséonse from the Analyst poftware for some oéerationsI such
®
as starting the Analyst poftware and oéening or closing oesults qablesI on a network that
éredominantly uses a oeadJlnly aomain Controller EolaCFI and that has a slow link to a
oeadJtritable aomain Controller EotaCFK EAkJSSVF
®

®

qhe Analyst NKTKO poftware also includes the fix that was included in the Analyst NKTKN match for
Acquisition pynchronization fssue for the following defectW
• pCfbu PRMMI QRMMI RRMMI RRMMHI SRMMI and SRMMH peries pystems connected to an iC or
multiélexing systemI such as a qhermo pcientific iC system running Aria softwareI can
intermittently exéerience system resets while acquiring dataK
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qhe following is a list of known issuesI limitationsI and iméortant notes on using the softwareK
®
qhere might be other issues or limitations with the Analyst poftware in addition to those listed in
this sectionK ff you find additional issuesI contact pCfbu at sciexKcomLrequestJsuééortK
®

fn generalI if the Analyst software is not reséondingI then restarting the software might heléK ff
this does not workI then restart the coméuter to make sure that the Analystpervice and device
drivers restartK

duidance for Antivirus and _ackup poftware
jany widelyJused aéélications can be configured to either disable realJtime érotection or ignore
certain fileJtyées Efor examéleI rdbI wiffI and wiffKscan filesFK cailure to configure them in this way
might result in either failed acquisitions or acquisitions that take longer to comélete than exéectedK
®

fn generalI the antivirus or backué software on the Analyst poftware acquisition workstations
should be configured in a manner that disables realJtime scanning and archiving of files in the
Analyst aata folderK cor more informationI refer to CyberpecurityK
bxclude the following list of érograms from consideration by realJtime scanningW
• POJbit oéerating systemsW CWyérogram filesyanalyst
• SQJbit oéerating systemsW CWyérogram filesExUSFyanalyst
• CWy or aWyAnalyst data
®

ff the Agilent fnfinity ffI CqC mAiPI and the associated Analyst aevice ariver is usedW
• CWymrogram ciles ExUSFyA_ pCfbuyAnalystaeviceariver

duidance on cile bncryption
then using software to encryét the contents of your hard driveI make sure that the Analyst aata
folder is not encryétedK bncryéting this folder might result in failed acquisitions or corruéted data
filesK
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te recommend that the coméuter be restarted at least once a weekK
®

• ao not use the Analyst poftware to érocess pCfbu TRMM pystem data currently being acquired
in the pCfbu lp poftwareK
®

• ff the Analyst poftware nuantitation tizard is used to érocess data acquired by pCfbu lp
using a maALaAa detector in OaLpignal jodeI a rs detectorI or a cluorescence detectorI then
the first five channels can only be integrated as aAa dataI and the rest can only be integrated
as rs dataI regardless of the detectors used for acquisitionK
• cor network acquisitionI use a ppecial Acquisition Administrator Account to avoid
possible network-related acquisition issuesK cor information about a péecial Acquisition
®
Administrator AccountI refer to pelecting an Acquisition Account jode in the Analyst poftware
eelp or the iaboratory airector duideK
qj

• ff an acquisition method containing an bxioniC or phimadzu iC pystem column oven is used
to equilibrate the systemI then do not click ptart pample in the toolbar until the column oven
teméerature has reached the petpointI even if the instrument is in the oeady stateK As an
alternativeI click ptart pample immediately after the batch is submittedI without equilibrating
the systemK kote that this workaround only works if the tait for temperature equilibration
before run check box is selected in the acquisition method and the tait qime is set to N or
greater on the iC systemK EAkJNSTMF
• péecial characters such as K EéeriodF should not be used in a file nameK cor examéleI tesKt
should not be used for a oesults qable file nameK rsing a séecial character in a file name might
corruét the fileK EAkJNSVTF
®

• jake sure that there is sufficient eméty séace in the CWy drive for the Analyst poftware audit
trail to function correctlyK ff the drive is fullI then the audit trail might show M recordsI deéending
on the audit trail EatdF file sizeK ff the CWy drive becomes fullI free ué some séaceI and then the
audit trail will show all of the recordsK EAkJNTOOF
• ff a élate changer is installed with a phimadzu iCJQM autosamélerI then make sure that mlate
@ P is not selected on the P-mlate oack when saving and submitting a batch in one of the
following waysW
®

• qhrough the Analyst poftwareI
• qhrough a vertical aéélicationI
®

• then scriéting through the Analyst Access lbject EAAlFK
qhis élate éosition is reserved for moving a saméle tray from a élate changer to the autosaméler
for saméle injection and cannot be used for this configurationK EAkJNTUMF
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• ff a different iC stack than the one that was éreviously configured is going to be used with the
mass séectrometerI then the user must comélete iC autoJconfiguration again to activate a
hardware érofile containing the different iCI even when a éreviously created hardware érofile
is usedK qhis issue occurs when the user switches between iC devices that are controlled by
the phimadzu jfjfC O driver on the same mass séectrometerK qhe iC devices using the jfjfC
O driver include the phimadzu iCJOMLPMI activated through the fntegrated pystem phimadzu
qj
iCJOMLPM ControllerI the phimadzu iCJQMI and the bxioniC pystemsK EAkJNUOSF
Changes to fnstrument lptimization
®

• As of Analyst poftware version NKTKNI the results file for the fnstrument létimization results
summary is changed to mac formatK
®

• As of Analyst poftware version NKTKNI fnstrument létimization requires jicrosoft tord OMNP
or OMNS or lffice PSR to be installedK
• ao not create customized csv files in the YdriveW>yAnalyst aataymrojectsyAmf
fnstrumentyfnstrument létimizationypettings folderK fn this folderI only the files installed by the
®
Analyst poftware are suééortedK EAkJNRRNF
®

®

qhe Analyst poftware and the Analyst Administrator Console EAACF do not suééort crossJdomain
®
loginK qhe Analyst poftware coméuterI the AAC coméuterI and the network users should be on
the same network domainK
Auditing

®
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• fn the Audit jaé pettings for the fnstrument Audit qrailI the following eventsI even if they are
selected in the “Audited” columnI are not used to audit the oesolution qable or Calibration qable
®
related events in the Analyst poftwareW
• oesolution qableEsF reélaced
• oesolution qable added
• jass Calibration qable and oesolution qable changed
fnsteadI the following four events are used for auditing the events of adding or changing the
oesolution or Calibration qablesW
• oesolution qables reélaced J ko mromét Eqhis event is used to audit oesolution qable
changes using any method and to audit the érinting of the oesolution qableF
• jass Calibration qables reélaced Eqhis event is used to audit Calibration qable changes
made lkiv in the editor and to audit the érinting of the Calibration qableF
• jass Calibration qable added Eqhis event is used to audit when a new Calibration qable is
createdF
• jass Calibration qables reélaced J ko mromét Eqhis event is used to audit the Calibration
qable changes made through all the other methods other than those éreviously statedF
qhereforeI the use of the cull Audit jaé for the fnstrument Audit qrailI whether or not the cull
Audit jaé triggers an bJsignature for the Calibration qable changeI deéends on how the changes
were madeI that isI in the fnstrument aata bditorI by fnstrument létimizationI through the
Analyst Access lbject EAAlFI or in the advanced calibration tableK A change to the oesolution
qableI howeverI does not trigger an bJsignatureK
• qhe data file coméonentsI wiff and wiffKscanI must have the same nameK ff one of the coméonent
names is changedI then the Audit qrail cannot record the event correctly when the user atteméts
to oéen the data fileK fn additionI the data file cannot be viewed éroéerly if the names do not
matchK EAkJNPTMF
• ln a coméuter configured with the tindows NM oéerating systemI if the user who logs on to
®
the Analyst poftware in jixed jode is a different user than the user who is logged on to the
coméuterI then the Audit qrail record érinting function is not availableK qhe tindows NM
®
coméonent that the Analyst poftware uses to érint has a known limitation that érevents different
®
users from doing soK fn additionI oéening the Analyst poftware as a different user in fntegrated
jode or pingle rser jode is not suééortedK EAkJNPRUF
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• qhe Audit jaé for a oesults qable Audit jaé has a ?jodified? dateJtime that is different than
the ?jodified? dateJtime shown under the mrojects node or in a tindows folder
fn the Audit qrail janagerI the Audit jaé associated with a oesults qable Eaccessed under the
oesults qables nodeF might have a ?jodified? dateJtime that is different than the ?jodified?
dateJtime shown with the éroject node Eaccessed under the mrojects nodeF or in a tindows
folderK qhis issue can haééen with oesults qables created using the softwareJinstalled Audit
jaés Ecam files in the mroject fnformation subfolderFK qo resolve this differenceI in the Audit
qrail janagerI select a éroject under the mrojects node and then click the pettings tabK pelect
each softwareJinstalled Audit jaé and then click paveK crom this éoint onI the Audit jaé
dateJtimes for all future oesults qables created with the uédated Audit jaés will match the
dateJtimes shown with the éroject nodeK
®

qhis issue will only occur if an existing Analyst aata folder was used to uégrade to Analyst NKT
®
with eotcix NI and then uégrade to a later versionI or to directly uégrade to the Analyst NKTKN
®
poftware or a later version from the Analyst NKSKP poftwareK
rse the aq parameter to control the temperature
®

®

ff a kanopéray or léticlow qurbo s ion source with a kano érobe installed is used in conjunction
®
with the pelexflk technologyI then leave the feq at its default valueK ao not change the feq
settingK qhe aq éarameter should be used to control the teméeratureK
qhe oeview option is not supported when the oesults qable uses these certain layouts
then an internal standard is reJintegratedI the oeview button in the eistory column for the audit
record for that oéeration is not availableK qhis feature has been disabledK qhe oeview oétion is
not suééorted when the oesults qable uses these layoutsW pummaryI Analyst drouéI paméle
qyéeK A message is shown érométing the user to switch to either cull iayout or Analyte iayout
for the analyte of interestK qhe oeview oétion is also not suééorted if meak oeview is configured
to review internal standards before all analytesK fn this caseI meak oeview shows the internal
standard chromatogram and not the analyte chromatogram being reviewedK fn the meak oeview
létionsI use either “aon’t review internal standards” or “oeview with each analyte”K EAkJNNMPF
aelay qime does not function correctly in a multi-period method
then using the aelay qime oétion for the first éeriod in a multiJéeriod methodI the éeriods after
the first one finish érematurelyK ao not use the aelay qime oétion for an joj methodI eséecially
qj
for multiJéeriod methodsK qo achieve the same goalI an joj or pcheduled joj Algorithm
method with pcheduled fonization can be usedK EAkJNPVQF
rpdates to the removal and installation of the Convert jethods script
®

ff the software has been uégraded to the Analyst NKTKO poftware from a version that is earlier than
version NKTKNI and if the Convert jethods scriét is currently installed on the systemI then remove
the scriét using the rninstall or change a érogram oétion in the Control manelI and then install the
®
scriét again after the Analyst NKTKO poftware is installedK qhe scriét installer is located atW

®
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• ln a coméuter configured with the tindows TI POJbit oéerating systemW YdriveW>ymrogram
cilesyAnalystypcriétsyConvert jethodsK
• ln a coméuter configured with the tindows TI SQJbit or tindows NMI SQJbit coméuter oéerating
systemW YdriveW>ymrogram ciles ExUSFyAnalystypcriétsyConvert jethodsK
rpdates to the removal and installation of the sjoj Calculator script
®

ff the software has been uégraded to the Analyst NKTKO poftware from a version that is earlier than
version NKTKNI and if the sjoj Calculator scriét is currently installed on the systemI then remove
the scriét using the rninstall or change a érogram oétion in the Control manelI and then install the
®
scriét again after the Analyst NKTKO poftware is installedK qhe scriét installer is located atW
• ln a coméuter configured with the tindows TI POJbit oéerating systemW YdriveW>ymrogram
cilesyAnalystypcriétsysjoj CalculatorK
• ln a coméuter configured with the tindows TI SQJbit or tindows NMI SQJbit coméuter oéerating
systemW YdriveW>ymrogram ciles ExUSFyAnalystypcriétsysjoj CalculatorK
aomain field is not available in the Analyst - iogon fnformation dialog
qhe aomain field has been removed from the Analyst J iogon fnformation dialog if the software
®
is configured to use jixed mode securityK qhe aomain field is only available if the Analyst
Administrator Console EAACF is usedK qhe user name field can be in pAj EdomainyusernameF
or rmk Eusername@domainKcomF formatK EAkJNRSQF
rpdate acquisition methods if rinse mode options are changed
bach acquisition method is séecific for each hardware érofileK ff a user edits the hardware érofile
containing a phimadzu iC OM series autosaméler and clears the “oinse mumé fnstalled” check
boxI then the acquisition methods created with one of these rinse mode oétions Ebefore aséirationI
after aséirationI before and after aséirationF using the original hardware érofile must be saved
again after the hardware érofile activatedK EAkJNNQPF
qj

qhe pettling qime field for Scheduled joj Algorithm experiments is disabled for all mass
spectrometer models except for RRMMH and SRMMH peries pystems
qj

qhe pettling qime field for pcheduled joj Algorithm exéeriments has been disabled for all
mass séectrometer models exceét for RRMMH and SRMMH peries pystemsK cor other mass
séectrometer modelsI the values being used are defined in the software and not in the jethod
bditor user interfaceK
®

ao not modify the computer date and time after the Analyst NKTKO poftware is installed
cor both nodeJlocked and serverJbased licensingI make sure that the coméuter date and time is
®
correct on both the client coméuter and the server before installing the Analyst poftwareK After
®
the Analyst NKTKO poftware is installedI manually modifying the date and time might invalidate the
®
license and cause users to be unable to log into the Analyst poftwareK
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aelay qime behavior in an joj scan is different than in a Scheduled joj
scan

Algorithm

qj

cor a éeriod that contains dynamic scans such as a pcheduled joj Algorithm exéerimentI a
scan using acqI or faA exéerimentsI the delay time should be less than the éeriod durationK qhe
jp acquisition duration is the auration minus the aelay qime in minutesI and the jp éeriod
duration is the aurationK cor a éeriod that contains only nonJdynamic scansI such as one or more
qj
joj exéeriments that is not looéed with a pcheduled joj Algorithm or a scan using acq or
an faA criteriaI the jp acquisition duration is the aurationI and the jp éeriod duration is the
auration élus the aelay qime in minutesK
®

iC eelp and Analyst poftware eelp
®

ff an iC eelé is oéenI then oéening the Analyst eelé automatically closes the iC eeléK ff both
®
eelé files must to be oéenI then oéen the iC eelé after oéening the Analyst eeléK
Convert jethods pcript
Converting methods from eigh jass mode to iow jass mode is not suééortedK rsers also cannot
convert a method with a mass above the mass range limit of the mass séectrometer in the active
hardware érofileK
®

qhe Analyst NKTKO poftware starts acquiring without waiting for the column oven temperature
to reach the set temperature
®

qj

then an bxioniC column oven is used in the acquisition methodI then the Analyst poftware
will start acquiring without waiting for the column oven teméerature to reach the set teméerature
if the tait for temperature equilibration before run checkbox is selected and the tAfq qfjb
is set to M on for the column ovenK
ff the tAfq qfjb for the column oven is manually set to MI then make sure to equilibrate the system
and wait for NM to NR minutes after the column oven has reached the set teméerature before
submitting any samélesK AlternativelyI set the tAfq qfjb to a value equal to any integer from N
to NM and then select the tait for temperature equilibration before run checkbox for the
acquisition methodK fn this caseI the software will wait for the tAfq qfjb after the column oven
teméerature has reached the set teméerature before the injectionK
qj

cor bxioniC
stop time

pystem methodsI the default pump stop time is longer than the default jp
®

qj

then the bxioniC éumé is being used and an acquisition method is created in the Analyst
®
qj
poftwareI the bxioniC éumé has a default ptoé qime of NM minutes and the Analyst poftware
qj
jp method is R minutesK qhe bxioniC method stoé time should be adjusted to be aééroériate
for the jp methodK qo avoid any issuesI use a method with an iC run time equal to or slightly
longer than the jp methodK
qj

bxioniC

devices that are started manually must be manually stopped
qj

ff the user manually starts an bxioniC

Controller status dialog by doubleJclicking
®
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éumé or an bxioniC

column oven from the pciex iC
®

on the ptatus bar in the Analyst poftwareI then
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these devices remain on even after the hardware érofile containing these devices is deactivatedK
qhe user might think that the devices are turned offK qhis could lead to the mobile éhase running
qj
out and the column being dried outK ff the bxioniC devices are started manuallyI then they must
be turned off manuallyK
qj

qhe bxioniC

NMM pystem is turned off when it is put in the standby mode

qj

®

qj

qhe bxioniC NMM pystem turns off when the Analyst poftware éuts the bxioniC devices in
standby mode either when the user clicks the ptandby button or after the batch finished and
qj
reached the idle time séecified in the nueue létionsK qhis haééens only with bxioniC NMM
qj
pystemK qhe hardware érofile might still be activated during this timeK qo start the bxioniC NMM
pystemI manually turn on the pystem again either from the pciex iC Controller status dialog or
from the iC system front éanelK
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®

qhis section describes the known issues in the Analyst NKTKO poftwareK

Audit qrail
qhe Administrator Console Audit qrail records the user log on event on the AAC serverI
but the corresponding log off event is missing
®

fn an Analyst Administrator Console EAACF environmentI the Administrator Console Audit qrail
creates an event record when a user logs on the AAC on an AAC serverI but might not create an
event record when a user logs off or closes the AACI deéending on which node was selected in
the left éane before the user exits or closes the érogramK EAkJNSTQF
fnstrument Audit qrail records kA in the rser kame column for the nueue event when
batches are moved
qhe fnstrument Audit qrail records kA for the user who moved the batches in the queueK qo identify
who moved the batchesI search for the user name for the latest pecurity event with the Change
aescriétion ?rser successfully logged in?I before the nueue event when batches were moved in
the fnstrument Audit qrailK EAkJNPQTF
qhe audit trail time stamp for the oesults qable changes when the computer time is changed
then the coméuter time is changedI the audit trail time stamé for a oesults qable reflects the
changeK eoweverI the mroject audit trail stays the sameK EAkJTQSF
Audit maps and nuantpettingsKsdb might get overwritten during a fresh installation
®

Audit maés and nuantpettingsKsdb are overwritten during a fresh installation of the Analyst NKT
poftware with eotcix NI or a later versionI using an existing Analyst aata folderK qhis haééens if
the time stamé of these files is before the time stamé of the factory shiééed filesK EAkJNNMNF
qhe audit trail wrongly records that the Analyst Classic algorithm parameters changed
when in fact the jn fff algorithm parameters changed
then the jn fff algorithm is used for érocessing dataI the audit trail wrongly records that Analyst
Classic algorithm éarametersI such as Area threshold and koise thresholdI were changedK qhis
does not affect the data in any wayK jn fff was used to érocess the dataK EAkJQMPF
®

Analyst poftware use in an oam Eoemote aesktop mrotocolF environment Ethat is CitrixF
®

®

Accessing the Analyst poftware using oam is not recommendedK rsers who access the Analyst
®
poftware using oam are logged in the Analyst poftware audit trailK qhe logons of users at a
workstation that is running oam are recorded in the audit trail using the credentials of the first userK

®
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ppecial characters fix
®

Although audit trail entries occurring after the installation of the Analyst NKR poftware aééear
®
éroéerlyI this release does not address those entries made by érior versions of the Analyst
poftwareK fn some instancesI records containing certain séecial characters not used in the bnglish
language Efor examéleI éI öF are not visible in the audit trailK eoweverI they can still be retrieved
by searching or filtering the audit trail by dateK Epq NQPVQF
pome séecific séecial characters might not be shown éroéerly following the installation of the
®
Analyst poftwareK Audit trail records are shown correctlyI but these séecial characters are shown
differently in the recordK Epq NQPVQF
cor examéleW
is shown as a box
is shown as a d
is shown as a suéerscriét z
Avoid using the above characters in the audit trailK
trong audit trail information with manual integration
qhe information in the audit trail is incorrect when you choose to revert back to the manual
integration results Ethat isI when oeject janual fntegration is setFK qhe audit trail record shows
Change oeason and bJsignature even though they are not set to éromét for inéutK EpCo NPTSNF
Audit events are cleared unexpectedly
fn the Audit jaé bditor dialogI if you rightJclick the Audited column and then click cill aownI the
mroject pettings eave _een Changed and fnstrument pettings eave _een Changed bvents
check boxes might be clearedK ao not use cill aown over these eventsK EpCo NQOSSF
Closing the faA file is not logged as an event in the audit trail
ff faA data file is closedI then the event is not logged in the audit trailK Epq VQUTF
®

qhe Analyst poftware stops responding when performing print preview
ff the user selects to érint éreview an audit trail that has more than NMM records using the All mages
®
menu oétion ErightJclickFI then the Analyst poftware might stoé reséondingK qhe user can éreview
one éage at a time using the Current mage menu oétion insteadK Epq QOUQF
Audit trail printout columns are truncated
then the user érints the audit trail in both mortrait and iandscaée modesI some columns might
be truncatedK fn some casesI this issue might be minimized by érinting in iandscaée modeK Epq
OOSNF
qhe wrong module is recorded in the audit trail
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then you change a nuantitation algorithm to another algorithmI the audit trail incorrectly records
the module name as “_uild Acquisition jethod”K Epq QVOOF
An error ocurred during printing of a large audit trail
mrinting the audit trail from the active oesults qable Eqools > Audit qrail > phowF might cause
an error if there are more entries in the audit trail than can be érinted on a single éageK mrint audit
trails only from within the Audit qrail janager Ejenu _arW siew > Audit qrail janager FK Epq
SPTQF
ketwork time is used for audit events on a network server
then writing audit events to a éroject residing on a network file serverI the audit information uses
the network server clock time instead of the local coméuter timeK qhis is exéected behaviorK EpCo
NOPVMF

Configure — AdministrationLpecurity
®

qhe Analyst poftware toolbar might not refresh properly on the tindows NM operating
system
®

ln the tindows NM oéerating systemI the Analyst poftware toolbar might not refresh correctly
®
and some icons might turn blackK After the Analyst software window is minimized and then
maximizedI the user interface is refreshed correctlyK EAkJNOMQF
brror messages are generated when the screen is locked or unlocked and during Auto
iogout in jixed mode security
®

fn jixed mode securityI when the screen is locked or unlocked during Auto iogoutI the Analyst
poftware generates an error message reéeatedlyK then the screen is unlocked by an Administrator
or puéervisor userI the same error message is shownI but the screen is unlockedK qhe same error
®
message is shown when the Analyst poftware logs out the current user after the time séecified
for the Auto iogout oétion has elaésedK EAkJQOTF
rser names must not contain spaces
®

Although tindows suééorts the use of usernames containing séacesI the Analyst poftware does
notK ffI in jixed mode securityI a user atteméts to log into the software with a user name containing
®
a séaceI then the Analyst poftware shows an error and the login failsK EAkJRMF
janaging tindows operating system file permissions
®

qo use the Analyst poftware to manage tindows oéerating system file éermissionsI give the
®
Analyst poftware Administrator software change éermission rights for the éroject foldersI including
any networkJbased éroject foldersK
ptopping the Analystpervice

®
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lnly tindows iocal Administrator groué members are allowed to stoé the Analystpervice Ethe
®
Acquisition éart of the Analyst poftwareFK ff other users need to stoé the serviceI then refer to the
jicrosoft janagement Console for configuration instructionsK AlternativelyI users can restart the
coméuterK
jethod bditor access
vou must have read and write éermissions for the mroject fnformation folder to access the jethod
bditorK ff you have readJonly éermission and try to oéen the jethod bditorI the system might stoé
reséondingK EpCo UMPTF
japped network drives might not be visible in jixed jode
®

then the user sets the ooot airectory in the Analyst poftware jixed jode security environmentI
the _rowse for colder dialog does not always show the maééed network drivesK rse the coméuter
name in the Erniversal kaming Convention ErkCF format Eyycoméuter nameydrive nameF instead
of the maééed letterK EpCo NNMVQF
®

qhe Analyst poftware does not start if the user has no file permissions
®

rsers cannot start the Analyst poftware if the root directory is set to a network drive for which no
file éermissions were set for the userK ff the user trying to log on is an AdministratorI then the
®
Analyst poftware érométs for an alternate root directoryK Epq VUPSF
qhe screen lock wait time is incorrect in the audit trail
fn the audit trail dataI the wait time recorded for the pcreen iock in the pecurity Configuration is
incorrectK Also no audit record is created when the wait time for the pcreen iock and Auto iogout
fields are modifiedK EpCo NOVPRF
fssue deleting user-defined role
_efore deleting a userJdefined roleI first remove all users assigned to this roleK ff the users are not
removedI then the results might not be shown éroéerlyK
®

rnlocking the Analyst poftware using the rmk name format causes an error
®

ff a user who was not logged on to the software when it was lockedI atteméts to unlock the Analyst
®
poftware using the rmk formatI then the Analyst poftware shows an error stating that the user
is not recognizedI even though the user has unlocking rightsK qhis haééens even if the new user
is a legitimate user in the domainK qo unlock the softwareI click lh in the error dialog and tyée
the credentials a second time Ein rmk formatFK
aisabling access to “pelect processing algorithm” does not take effect

Although access to the “pelect érocessing algorithm to retrieve éeak list” for bxélore function is
disabled for a user roleI the user with this role can still modify the integration algorithm for retrieving
the éeak listK
cind tab cannot be activated in eelp
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lnly the tindows iocal Administrator or equivalent can activate the cind tab in the eelé for the
first time after installationK ltherwiseI the message “rnable to disélay the cind tab ENTTF” is shownK
EpCo NPTVOF
pcreen lock settings are not retained on reinstall
®

After the Analyst poftware is installedI the ketwork Acquisition account screen lock settings are
not retainedK Configure these settings on the pecurity tab of the pecurity Configuration dialogK

®
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Configure — eardware Configuration
qhe phimadzu pfi-PM jqm sample order specified in the hardware profile is ignored
®

tithin the Analyst poftware eardware Configuration bditorI when configuring the phimadzu PMAC
autosamélersI users can change the jqm paméle lrderK eoweverI changes in this interface are
not reflected in the _atch bditorK lnly the default order is allowedK EAkJQSOF
An incorrect profile is shown in the error message
An incorrect érofile might be shown in the error message when a hardware érofile fails to activate
EpCo NPUOMF
qj

An incorrect value is shown for the auoppray

fon pource pwitching salve Counter value

qj

auring faA acquisitionI the value in the auoppray
in the hardware érofile is incorrectK EpCo NPSPRF

fon pource pwitching salve Counter field
qj

qemperature oeached might intermittently show while the qurbo s

ion source is cooling

qj

ff the qurbo s ion source teméerature is set to a value lower than the current settingI the ion
source might intermittently reéort “qeméerature oeached” while it is coolingK rsers should allow
the system to cool or stabilize for the recommended time while the source is coolingK Eqq PRPVUF
aeactivate hardware profile error message is shown during uninstall
®

lccasionallyI during removal of the Analyst poftwareI a message asking the user to deactivate
the hardware érofile is shownI even if the hardware érofile has been deactivatedK qo resolve this
®
issueI restart the coméuter and then remove the Analyst poftwareK Epq NSMSMF

qune and Calibrate — Compound lptimization
qhe Compound lptimization report incorrectly shows the Cbm parameter EPOMM series of
instruments onlyF
qhe reéort that is generated as a result of Coméound létimization incorrectly shows the Cbm
éarameter under the Cb éarameterK ft should read as CbK EAkJONVF
qotal sample volume does not update when the total number of injections is changed in
the cfA Eclow fnjection AnalysisF source parameters in Compound lptimization if the
phimadzu iC is connected
then one or more éarameters are selected for oétimization and the number of reélicate injections
for each éarameter is changedI the qotal @ of injections is uédated correctlyK eoweverI the total
pample solume does not uédate and remains M =iK EAkJSNMF
qransitions with the same name might not optimize correctly during Compound lptimization
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then using the automatic Coméound létimization oétionI use a different name for each transition
to be oétimizedK ff the same name is selected for more than one transitionI then some éarameters
are not oétimized correctly for the duélicate transitionK EpCo VQRMF
rse of phimadzu and qempo jaiC devices when performing infusion Compound
lptimization prevents optimization
qhe software will not oétimize if the phimadzu and qeméo™ jaiC devices are included in the
hardware érofileK oemove them from the hardware érofile before éerforming this oéeration or
create a second hardware érofile that includes only the mass séectrometer that you can use for
infusion Coméound létimizationK
qhe Compound lptimization report shows that am is ramped between M solts and QMM solts
ln the RRMM series of instrumentsI the actual range for the am ramé used during the oétimization
is M solts and PMM soltsK Epq VOQUF
qj

Compound lptimization does not start the integrated syringe pump for an Amf POMM
iC-jpLjp pystem

rsers can either start the syringe éumé using janual quning or they can use an external syringe
éuméK Epq NNNPMF

qune and Calibrate — fnstrument lptimization
fnstrument lptimization cannot be used if users do not have delete privileges for the Amf
fnstrumentyfnstrument lptimization folder
rsers who do not have the aelete érivilege for the Analyst aataymrojectsyAmf fnstrumentyfnstrument
létimization folder cannot use the fnstrument létimization moduleK jake sure that all users who
need to use this module have aelete rights for this folderK EAkJRVPF
qhe software is unable to switch to qune mode
®

After éerforming fnstrument létimizationI the Analyst poftware might not be able to switch to
qune modeK qhe qune button on the toolbar might be disabledK ff this occursI deactivate the
hardware érofile and activate it againI and then switch to qune modeK Epq TMMOF
bmpty subfolders are created in the fnstrument lptimization folder
bméty subfolders are created in Analyst aataymrojectsyAmf fnstrumentyaatayfnstrument létimization
if fnstrument létimization is cancelled on the final éage of the wizard Einstead of clicking dl>FK
Epq PTSTF
Additional N aa on oesults draph
then the user is viewing the results summaryI the graéh shows an additional N aa on either side
of the uJaxisK qhis does not affect the accuracy of the graéhK Epq PTTRF
Click jore lptions to see jore quning lptions
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ln the pelect the scan mode screenI clicking jore lptions allows the user to set additional
fnstrument létimization éarametersK qhis does not éause the fnstrument létimization wizard and
the wizard can continue while this screen is oéenK Epq PTSPF
fnstrument lptimization stops responding when the ptart lver button is pressed
®

lccasionally the Analyst poftware stoés reséonding if the ptart lver button is éressed after
fnstrument létimization is run several consecutive timesK oestart fnstrument létimization from
®
the Analyst poftware kavigation bar instead of using the ptart lver buttonK Epq UMOVF
ln rare occasionsI the nueue janager is inaccessible after fnstrument lptimization is run
®

qo correct this issueI deactivate the hardware érofileI restart the Analyst poftwareI and then
activate the hardware érofileK Epq VSTUF
fnstrument lptimization fails to run after installation
®

lccasionallyI after the Analyst poftware is removed and reinstalledI fnstrument létimization fails
to run and returns the errorI “qhe current hardware érofile is not suééorted by fnstrument
®
létimizationK” qo run fnstrument létimizationI remove the Analyst poftware again and then
reinstall itK
Correct masses are occasionally not selected when the Alternate quning option is being
used
ff fnstrument létimization is used to tune a systemI then it is recommended that the aééroved
tuning solution is usedK ff an unaééroved solution is usedI then some masses might not be correctly
calibratedK
lccasionallyI calibration shifts are observed after optimization of the NO MMM aaLs scan
speed on the RRMM series of instruments using fnstrument lptimization
ff this occurs after fnstrument létimizationI then either restart the oétimization érocess or manually
calibrate the masses that are out of calibrationK
lccasionallyI fnstrument lptimization becomes unresponsive during tuning
®

ff this haééensI do not close or restart the Analyst poftwareK rse the qask janager érogram to
close fnstrument létimization and then start fnstrument létimization againK Epq NPMQQF
qj

qyping a negative value for the fonppray
optimization to fail

source voltage in kegative mode causes the
qj

then running fnstrument létimization in kegative modeI tyée fonpéray
absolute EéositiveF valuesK Epq PTTUF

source voltages as

aata quality is poor during fnstrument lptimization tuning
®

lccasionallyI the Analyst poftware scans fewer than the number of jCA scans selected in an
acquisition methodK cor examéleI the software only returns P scans for a nN scan when NM jCA
scans are séecifiedK qhis jCA issue might affect fnstrument létimizationK ff this occurs during
fnstrument létimizationI then start the oétimization érocess againK Epq NPQSMF
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qune and Calibrate — janual quning
qj

rpdating resolution on-the-fly during data acquisition using a Scheduled joj Algorithm
®
acquisition method in janual quning causes the Analyst poftware to remain in acquisition
qj

then a pcheduled joj Algorithm acquisition method is being run in janual quning without
the nNLnP oesolution oétion selectedI the saméle acquisition or the queue cannot be stoééed if
the user changes the resolution settings onJtheJfly on the oesolution tabK qhe coméuter must be
started to regain the communicationK qo avoid this issueI do not change the resolution settings
qj
while running a pcheduled joj Algorithm acquisition method in janual quningK EAkJNMTNF
®

qhe Analyst poftware closes unexpectedly and the qunedataKtun file is truncated after the
user enters an invalid search range in "bdit qune meak marameters"
®

qhe Analyst poftware closes unexéectedly after the user enters an invalid search range in ?bdit
qune meak marameters? and the qunedataKtun file size gets truncatedK qhe reference table is
clearedK ff this occursI restore a éreviously backed ué qunedataKtun fileK EAkJQVTF
moor mass calibration can lead to inaccurate joj cycle time in systems Ekot applicable
to the POMMI QMMMI and RMMM peries pystemsF
then the mass calibration of the mass séectrometer is significantly offI users might see effects
such as a significant difference between the observed cycle time in the datafile and the exéected
joj method cycle timeK EAkJQNNF
®

Application bvent iog errors are generated while a nqoAm QRMM iC-jpLjp pystem is
being operated in janual quning
®

then the nqoAm QRMM iCJjpLjp pystem is oéerated in the janual quningI the tindows
Aéélication bvent iog shows the following errorW ?aajpjasspéecI mrocessKcééI iine OPVVI
bcWMxOMMMMMNS=rnknown word Yamc> read?K qhis error can be ignored and it has no effect on
system oéerationK EAkJOSRF
qhe user is unable to paste a mass table in janual quning for all scan types
tithout the jethod bditor oéenI the user cannot éaste coéied cells or rows from an bxcel
séreadsheet to the mass table in janual quningK qhe workaround is to keeé the jethod bditor
oéenI and then éaste the coéied content in the mass table in janual quningK EAkJVUMF
dpO is available when the AmCf probe is in use EPOMM series of instruments onlyF
then the AmCf érobe is installedI the dpO éarameter is availableI but should not beK then using
the AmCf érobeI set and leave the dpO value at MK EpCo NQRMSF
siew of metrics for mass calibration
jetrics for mass calibration do not show all the masses used if the calibration éeak list is not in
numerical orderK EpCo UQUPF
fnstability in janual quning
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ff the draéh fnformation éane is oéen in janual quningI then the system might stoé reséonding
if one run is terminated and a new one startedK Closing the draéh fnformation éane might érevent
this issueK EpCo UUTVF
qfC data might be incorrect when parameters are ramped using a negative step size
oamé éarameters with a éositive steé size onlyK kegative steé sizes might yield incorrect qfC dataK
qj

lffset drop from unit resolution for the Amf POMM

iC-jpLjp pystem

qj

cor the Amf POMM iCJjpLjp pystemI when tuningI set the correct lffset aroé from rnit
oesolution values in the quning létions oesolution tabK
• fn the iow oesolution grouéI in the lffset aroé from rnit oesolution boxI tyée MKMPK
• fn the léen oesolution grouéI in the lffset aroé from rnit oesolution boxI tyée MKRK
qhe syringe diameter does not change during acquisition
ln the RRMM series of instrumentsI if both the syringe éumé diameter and flow rate is changed
while the syringe éumé is running and then click pet clow oateI then the flow rate changes but
the diameter does notK ptoé the éumé and then restart it for the changes to be aééliedK Epq UOVNF
aata is not being recorded for the same number of cycles as requested when jCA is selected
®

lccasionallyI the Analyst poftware scans fewer than the number of jCA scans selected in an
acquisition methodK cor examéleI the software only returns P scans for a nN scan when NM jCA
scans are séecifiedK qo correct this issueI restart the scan or toggle between scan séeeds and
then restart the scanK Epq NPQSMF
tindows are not refreshing in janual quning
fn janual quningI the user interface is not refreshed when the oesolution qable bditor is movedK
Click between the tabs to refresh the user interfaceK EpCo VPOTF
A syringe pump error does not clear if it is ignored
ln the RRMM series of instrumentsI when the syringe éumé reaches the stoéI a syringe éumé error
is shownK ff the error is ignored for an extended éeriod of timeI and the user continues clicking
®
through the Analyst poftwareI then the error will return but the user might not be able to clear it
because the Clear brror button might be unavailableK qo clear the error and regain communication
with the syringe éuméI deactivate and reactivate the hardware érofileK ff the error is not clearedI
then restart the coméuterK fn rare casesI the user will have to deactivate the hardware érofile and
then restart the coméuter and the instrumentK Epq VUUMF
sisible graphs might be slow to update when the NO MMM aaLs scan speed is being run in
janual quning
then the NO MMM aaLs scan séeed is being run in janual quningI the graéhs that are shown can
®
be slow to uédate and the Analyst poftware might seem to stoé reséondingK qhis often occurs if
the user changes aéélications and then changes backK eoweverI the data is collected successfully
and the érogram uédates when the scan stoésK
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ln the nqoAm RRMM iC-jpLjp pystemI masses greater than NMMM aa can be entered in
the fsolation and bxcitation tables
Although the mass range for the linear ion traé is RM aa to NMMM aaI the software allows the user
to enter values for masses greater than NMMM aa in the fsolation and bxcitation tablesK qhe effect
of entering additional rows for masses above NMMM aa is unknown but will likely affect the quality
of data for the entire mass range and users are encouraged to avoid doing thisK Epq NNSOOF
®

®

ln the nqoAm RRMM iC-jpLjp pystemI after a fresh installation of the Analyst poftwareI
reference tables might appear empty
qo avoid this issueI activate a hardware érofile before atteméting to edit a reference tableK Epq
UTUUF

Acquire — faA and faA jethod tizard
A manually created fnformation aependent Acquisition EfaAF method cannot be saved if a
copied survey scan experiment is changed to a dependent scan
qhe user is unable to save an faA method if an faA deéendent scan was created by coéying an
exéeriment from a survey scan and then changing it to a deéendent scanK qhe workaround is to
create an faA deéendent scan by adding an exéerimentK EAkJNMPUF
faA selects ions that do not match the isotope ratio criteria
fons selected by faA for deéendent scans might still get éassed even if the ion does not meet the
ion ratios séecifiedK EAkJOSMF
ff there are two bmf scan in an faA methodI only the second bmf scan passes to the jpP
scan
ff an faA Efnformation aeéendent AcquisitionF method uses two bnhanced mroduct fon EbmfF scansI
then the most intense ion in the combined bmf scan should éass to the jpP scanK fnstead only
the second bmf scan is éassed to the jpP scanK EAkJNRTF
jodifying bjp mass range by using the _ack button in the faA jethod tizard might result
in overlapping mass ranges
ff the _ack button is used to modify the bjp mass range in the faA jethod tizardI then the
created method might have overlaééing mass ranges for bjp survey scansK ff the _ack button
is used to modify the bjp mass rangeI then manually correct the éroduced method for the bjp
mass rangesK EAkJTMRF
jpP isolation always uses the new ifq resolution table
fn the faA jethod wizardI although the choices for the oesolution nP field EeighI rnitI iowI and
léenF are available for the jpP scan tyéeI the jpP scan tyée always uses the ifq resolution
table for oesolution nPK qhe choices available for oesolution nP are ignoredK EpCo NNPTUF
pet to never bxclude cormer qarget fons from faA
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ff a quadruéole mass séectrometer érofile is activated in the faA wizardI then select the cor M
secs oétion to set the bxclude cormer qarget fons on the faA Critera éage to keverK EpCo
NNTSOF
faA is not triggering on specific charge state
fn the second level faAI jpP can be triggered by an ion of an unknown charge state even though
the charge states are séecified as the criteria at this levelK EpCo NNRRNF
am and Cb values are not stored in the final method
then faA methods including jpPJdeéendent scans are generated using the faA jethod wizardI
am and Cb values séecified for the survey and other deéendent scans are not aéélied to jpP
exéerimentsK qyée am and Cb values for jpP exéeriments in the Acquisition jethod bditor after
you have created the methodK EpCo NOQSPF
aoubly-charged ions are sometimes incorrectly recognized as singly-charged ions
aoublyJcharged ions are sometimes incorrectly recognized as singlyJcharged ions in an bjp
survey scan of an faA exéerimentK Epq NQSTTF
pingly-charged masses are occasionally misidentified
fn faA exéerimentsI singlyJcharged ions are occasionally identified as undefined chargesK ENTNMMF
rndefined charge states are sometimes incorrectly recognized as singly-charged charge
states
rndefined charge states are sometimes incorrectly recognized as singlyJcharged charge states
in an bjp survey scan of an faA exéerimentK Epq NTNMMF
fn an faA methodI if a dependent scan experiment is deletedI then an additional mass range
might be added to the survey scan
oefreshing the user interface by clicking in a different fieldI switching between the exéerimentsI
or saving the methodI deletes the added mass rangesK Epq NTMQTF
®

ln the nqoAm RRMM pystemI bo scans in faA methods must have a mass range less than
NMMM aa
then you create an faA method with a quadruéole survey scan and a confirmation scan Ebnhanced
oesolutionFI you cannot have a survey quadruéole mass range greater than NMMM aaK vou will be
érométed to lower the mass range or remove the confirmation scanK
®

ln the nqoAm RRMM pystemI occasionally this message is shownW “ko dependent
parameters are found in the faA method the file will open using bxplorer” when opening
non faA samples in data files collected at NOMMM aaLs
qhe data file oéens normally so you can ignore the messageK Epq NPNSVF
purvey scan mass ranges are duplicated when users create an faA method using the faA
wizard
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qo érevent this issue from occurringI do not go back to érevious éages in the wizardK AlternativelyI
delete any duélicate ranges in the final methodK Epq NTMRVF
qhe faA jethod tizard does not allow the user to select ocLaC scan rates for the pCfbu
qj
qriple nuad RRMM pystem
qhe ocLaC scan rates are currently unavailable in the wizardK qhe final method that the wizard
creates uses the éreset scan séeed of OMM aaLsK qhis method is editable and can be saved with
the new scan séeedsK Epq VOTOF
jass shifts of up to N aa might be observed for data generated using the faA tizard for
qj
pCfbu qriple nuad RRMM pystem users only
then a method is created with the faA tizardI the scan séeeds are not available for selectionK
eoweverI the scan time is available and editableI and is éoéulated in the final methodK qhe final
method defaults to OMM aaK eoweverI the séecified scan time might not correséond to this scan
séeedK As a resultI data collected with these methods might result in an observed mass shift in
the dataK qo overcome this issueI select a different scan séeedI orI if to use the OMMaaLs scan
séeedI select a different scan séeedI switch back to OMM aaLs if requiredI and then save the method
before running itK Epq NVTMPF
iooping opposite polarity bjp experiments as survey scans in an faA experiment sometimes
causes dependent data to not be triggered
qhe following scenarios érevent deéendent data from being acquiredW
• bjpHve > bjp–ve > bo > faA Criteria > aeéendent scans
• bjpHve > bjp–ve > faA Criteria where charge state confirmation is selected to klq include
unknowns > aeéendent scans
qhereforeI to allow deéendent data to be acquiredI either remove the bo scan tyée from the
method or change the faA criteria to allow acquisition of unknownsK qhe latter scenarioI howeverI
allows deéendent scans to be éerformed only on undefined charge statesK qhe éeaks with the
séecified charged states are ignored even if they satisfy all of the other faA criteriaK Epq NTMQRF
ko dependent scans are performed for an faA method that includes a quadrupole E–veF >
bjp EHveF > dependent scan EHveF
ko deéendents scans are triggered for data acquired with this tyée of method with or without a
confirmation Ebnhanced oesolutionF scan tyée and with or without “rnknowns” selected for charge
state confirmationK Epq NUNPOF
fncorrect ions are selected for a confirmation scan
qj

An faA method with a pcheduled joj algorithm scan tyée as a survey scan and a confirmation
scan tyée does not work as exéected if the intensity threshold in the faA Criteria is set to MK qhe
faA method selects the ions from a future retention time window for the confirmation scan during
the acquisition instead of the ions that were satisfying all the faA CriteriaK qo avoid this issueI set
the fntensity threshold > MK qhe faA method works as exéectedK Epq NUVQNF
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faA acquisition fails if the hardware profile contains an AaC device
oestart all the éeriéheral devices and then restart the AnalystperviceK qo avoid this issueI do not
include an AaC device in the hardware érofile if faA acquisitions are éerformedK Epq NSNMOF

Acquire — Acquisition jethod bditor
qhe Convert jethod script might not open methods containing an iC method
ff an acquisition method was saved from the cile fnfo of a datafile that used an iC systemI then
this acquisition method containing the iC method might not oéen in the Convert jethods scriét
when the scriét is used to convert the method for use with a different mass séectrometerK qo avoid
®
any issuesI oéen and then save this method in the Analyst poftware after it was saved from the
cile fnfoK EAkJNSMVF
®

qj

qhe fonarive qurbo s fon pource and the lpticlow qurbo s fon pource were not listed
in the bxperiment information
®

qj

qhe ion source tyée for the fonarive qurbo s fon pource or the léticlow qurbo s fon pource
on RRMMI RRMMHI SRMMI or SRMMH peries pystems is not listed in the érinted bxéeriment information
in érinted acquisition methodsK qo avoid any issuesI use cile fnfo insteadK EAkJNROPF
An acquisition method with M duration or M cycles might be allowed to be saved
rnder a rare workflowI an acquisition method with M duration or M cycles might be allowed to be
savedK jake sure to review the method for the duration or cycles before saving the methodK
EAkJNNVVF
qj

Copying and pasting a few cells in a Scheduled joj method does not work when the
compound-dependent parameters are in the mass table
qj

fn a pcheduled joj algorithm method that contains coméoundJdeéendent éarametersI when
a few cells are coéied from the mass table and an attemét is made to éaste the coéied content by
clicking the first cell in an eméty row and then éressing Ctrl H sI two error messages about invalid
coméoundJdeéendent éarameter are shown and the coéied content is not éastedK qo avoid this
issueI either coéy and éaste by selecting whole rows instead of individual cells or coéy by selecting
whole rows and then éaste by selecting the last eméty rowK
qj

fn rare casesI switching from the Advanced oétion to the _asic oétion in a pcheduled joj
algorithm methodI then coéying one row in the mass table and éasting itI shows the following
messageW ?qo coéy and éaste data from one jass oanges table into another jass oanges tableI
the number of columns as well as the column headings in the source and destination tables must
be the sameK Add or remove columns from the destination table as requiredK? Clicking lh on this
message removes all of the existing rows in the mass tableK qry to use one mode for coéying and
éasting in the mass tableI and then switch modeK EAkJNMSNF
qhe Auto bquilibration option is not working
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qhe Auto bquilibration oétion in the Acquisition jethod bditor is not workingK then this oétion
is selectedI the auto equilibration duration should be added to normal steé M equilibration timeI
which lengthens the equilibration time between samélesK qhe auto equilibration duration is not
being considered and the saméle acquisition starts as soon as oun is selectedK EAkJTUQF
qj

qhe user is unable to add or delete the last transition for joj or Scheduled joj
acquisition methods

algorithm

qj

fn an joj or pcheduled joj algorithm acquisition method with RMM or more transitions that
were added to the method either by coéying from a text file or iméorting from a csv fileI the last
row in the mass ranges table might not be blankK fn such a caseI the last transition cannot be
deleted and new transitions cannot be added after the last transitionK aeleting or inserting at other
rows is okayK qo avoid this issueI edit one of the cells in the last row and click elsewhere in the
tableI which will create a blank last row in the mass ranges tableK After thisI the last filled row can
be deleted or a new transition can be addedK EAkJTORF
®

qhe Analyst poftware stops responding when the bdit marameters button is clicked after
a switch to a different hardware profile
then an acquisition method is oéenI then switching to a different hardware érofile and clicking
®
the bdit éarameters button causes the Analyst poftware to stoé reséondingK qo avoid this issueI
close the acquisition method before switching to a different hardware érofileK EAkJNNTF
qhe settling time does not update when the scan type is changed from an experiment with
a higher default value to one with a lower value
ff within a method the user changes the scan tyée from one with a high default settling time to one
with a lower default settling timeI that field is not uédated in the methodK oeview the settling time
before saving the methodK EAkJSVNF
A jethod bditor user interface ErfF issue occurs when scan type and polarity of a saved
method is modified
ff the user oéens a éreviously saved joj method and then changes both the scan tyée and
éolarity without switching tabs between changesI an error is shown and the method tabs EpourceI
ComéoundI oesolutionF are emétyK ff users are working with saved methodsI then they should
change tabs when changing scan tyée or éolarityI to refresh the method rfK EAkJQUF
qhe filename is lost from the rf when an existing method that fails validation is saved again
ff after the user oéens Eor creates and savesF a methodI modifies the methodI and then tries to
save it againI the method fails validation and an error is shownK qhe filename is no longer shown
®
in the toé of the Analyst poftware windowI and the user is érométed to select a new filename after
atteméting to save the method againK EAkJTUF
aifferent Cbj values are not supported for multi-experiment methods with polarity switching
then creating multiJexéeriment methodsI users can choose to switch éolarities between
exéerimentsK ff this oétion is selectedI users should not choose different Cbj values for the
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exéerimentsK ff they doI the Cbj values are not aéélied correctly during acquisitionK rsers should
set the same Cbj value for all exéeriments when using éolarity switchingK EC_rctJORF
qj

fonppray

EfpF values should be the same for all experiments in the same polarity
qj

then creating a multiJexéeriment method with a single éolarityI users should set the fonpéray
EfpF voltage to the same value for all exéerimentsK ff users select different fp voltagesI then the
voltages are not aéélied correctly during acquisitionK EC_rctJORF

Acquire — jethodL_atch bditorLnueue janager
®

salco valve might not work properly if it is used with the Analyst aevice ariver EAaaF
qhe salco valve might not work éroéerly if it is used with the Aaa and janualLAAl pync is used
for the pynchronization jodeK qhe issue might be resolved if iC pync for the pynchronization
jode is usedK qhe pync Cable is required to connect between the autosaméler and the mass
séectrometerK EAkJNQUNF
®

pignal loss occurs on the negative bjC spectrum Ekot applicable to the POMM nqoAm and
®
QMMM nqoAm pystemsF
®

®

ln systems other than the POMM nqoAm and QMMM nqoAm pystemsI signal cutoff might be
observed for some mass ranges in the negative bjC séectrumK EAkJNNVUF
qhe user is unable to import batch files in xlsI dbI or xlsx formats in the _atch bditor
fméorting a batch file in xlsI dbI or xlsx format might cause an error and the batch file would not
be successfully iméortedK qhe xlsx format is only available in the ciles of type list if the installed
jicrosoft lffice is a POJbit aéélicationK qo successfully iméort a batch fileI make sure to save it as
a tab delimited txt file with the first line starting with B header=pamplekameK oefer to the examéle
file aA_fméortKtxt in the Ydrive>WyAnalyst aataymrojectsybxaméley_atch folderK ff a csv format is to
be usedI then edit the file in koteéad and make sure that the first line is B delimiter=DIDW and the
second line starts with B header=pamplekameK EAkJNOUOI AkJNOPQF
®

qhe Analyst poftware cannot write the checksum to a wiff file if the file stays open in the
qj
jultinuant or other compatible software
®

ff a datafile EwiffF is being acquired to by the Analyst poftwareI do not oéen that file in the
qj
jultinuant poftware or any other aéélication until acquisition has coméletedK aoing so might
®
cause the Analyst poftware to not write the datafile checksumK EAkJPMRF
®

nueueW qhe kext meriod button available on the toolbar in the Analyst poftware is not
working when clicked
®

then the kext meriod button is clickedI acquisition should move to the next éeriod but the Analyst
poftware remains in the same éeriod even when the button is clickedK EAkJTPNF
qj

Scheduled joj
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then creating a pcheduled joj mro methodI users can enter a value for tindow to suéersede
the joj aetection tindow set in the methodK ff users choose to leave this field blank Ethe transition
will use the joj aetection tindowFI then the cile fnfo will show MKM in the tindow column for
that éarticular transitionK EAkJOTMF
®

rsers should not turn on the pelexflk controller module during an acquisition
®

ff the user turns on the pelexflk controller module during acquisitionI then the currently acquiring
saméle is aborted and the system briefly goes to an brror statusK then the system recovers to
the oeady statusI if users attemét to reacquire their saméleI there is no indication that the system
has changedK _ecause of thisI there might be a mismatch between the status of the system as
shown in cile fnfo and the actual status of the systemK rsers should refrain from turning on or off
®
the pelexflk controller module during acquisitionK ff it is turned on or offI then users should submit
new acquisition batchesI rather than using the ‘reacquire’ function in the softwareK EAkJNNRF
qhe status of the integrated diverter valve is not updated when the diverter valve position
switches
qhe status of integrated diverter valve is not uédated when the diverter valve éosition switchesI
but the éosition does switchK qhere is no iméact to the dataK EAkJSSOF
®

pample aetails in the Analyst poftware nueue shows janual pync instead of janualLAAl
pync
fn the queue for a batch submitted with a method using janualLAAl pyncI when the saméle
status is viewed by doubleJclicking the hourJglass iconI the paméle aetails dialog shows janual
pync instead of janualLAAl pync in the pync jode fieldK ft is only a disélay issueK qhere is no
iméact to the dataK EAkJNMNNF
brror is shown when using invalid characters in sample names
ff the user enters a forward slash in a saméle name within a batchI uéon atteméting to submit the
batch the errorW “fnvalid character found in éath ELFK” ff the user enters other invalid characters EWI
“I YI >I\I öFI then the error ?fnvalid character found in éath EW “Y >\ öF” is shownK EAkJVQF
phow all columns before pasting data in the _atch bditor
Although the _atch bditor suééorts coéying and éasting from and to aéélications such as jicrosoft
bxcelI users should be aware that the _atch bditor contains columns that are hidden by defaultI
for examéleI paméle faI ailution cactorI and so onK then text is éasted from a séreadsheet into
the _atch bditorI all columns are éoéulated in sequenceI whether visible or notK qhereforeI it is
éossible for data to be éasted in an unintended columnK
ff users want to éaste data in to the _atch bditorI they should manually exéose all columns firstI
to make sure that data is éasted as intendedK AlternatelyI the user must make sure that the data
they are éasting in the _atch bditor contains information for all columnsI visible and hiddenK
EAkJONSFK
iast transition row cannot be deleted in an joj method with PMM or more transitions
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fn an joj acquisition method with PMM or more transitionsI the last row of transitions cannot be
deletedK EAkJNVUF
A filename containing a period and not the file extension is saved with an unknown file
extension and cannot be opened
ao not include a éeriod EKF in the file name because the software considers the information after
the éeriod to be the file tyéeK
qhis issue occurs during batch creationI when using the Convert jethods scriétI when saving the
oétimization reéort during Coméound létimizationI and when saving the reéort generated using
the oeéorter poftwareK EAkJOOMF
qhe mause qime in a saved method reverts to its default value when the access type for the
CAa gas parameter is changed from pimplified to lperator
qhe mause qime in a saved acquisition method changes to the default value of RKMMT ms when
the Access qyée for the CAa gas éarameter is changed from pimplified to lperatorK EAkJOSSF
jethod duration might change when cycling between tabs
then users switch tabs in the Acquisition jethod bditorI fields are recalculatedK As a resultI if the
user sets a method duration and then switches between the Advanced jp and jp tabsI the
duration might change slightly as the number of cycles is recalculatedK qhis results in a method
duration that best fits the number of actual cyclesK Eqq PQRTQF
®

qhe Analyst poftware might stop responding if an external valve is configured in the
hardware profile but it is not used in the method
then configuring an external valve in the eardware mrofileI users must make sure that the valve
is assigned a correct switching method in the acquisition methodK ff users submit a method that
®
does not contain a valid valve switching methodI then the Analyst poftware might stoé reséonding
during acquisitionK ff the valve will not be used during acquisitionI then it should be removed from
the hardware érofileK Eqq PQSQRF
kumber of pcans to pum might be reset to N
then using the jCA data collectionI if the user sets the kumber of pcans to pum field and then
switches to the Advanced jp tab and backI the field might reset to NK then using the jCA data
collectionI users should set the kumber of pcans to pum field as their last steé before saving
the methodK Eqq PQTUTF
acq scans might fail to maintain targets
fn some casesI users might see aynamic cill qime EacqF scans overshooting the target intensityK
fn these casesI users should switch to fixed fill timesK Eqq PQUTOF
jethod bditorW Calculated Cycles are not immediately updated
then changing the éarameters that affect the method durationI the Calculated Cycles field is not
immediately uédatedK ff users switch to the Advanced jp tab and backI they see that the field
was uédatedK Eqq PQUUQF
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pimulation modeW pome methods might not end at expected times
then running acquisitions in the simulation mode Efor examéleI to test new methodsFI some
methods might not end at the exéected timeK qhe mass séectrometer should never be simulated
for real iC data acquisitionK Eqq PQUVPF
aynamic cill qime might not work in janual quning
then users run janual quning with acq enabledI changes to coméound éarameters might not
trigger acq to recalculate fill timesK qhereforeI when running janual quningI users should use
cixed ifq fill timesK Eqq PQVMRF
a_p is not applied when a single joj is acquired
then an exéeriment containing a single joj transition is runI the aynamic _ackground
qj
pubtraction Ea_pF Algorithm is not aééliedI whether or not the feature is turned onK Eqq PROQOF
nueueW taiting samples are treated as Acquired when the nueue stops
then the queue stoés Eacquisition coméletedI acquisition errorI and so onFI any saméles that are
in the taiting state are treated as acquiredK ff the nueue létions are set to show only a limited
number of coméleted samélesI then these waiting saméles might be deleted from the queueK qo
avoid thisI increase the number of coméleted saméles shown in the queueK Eqq PROUSF
nueueW qhe mause pample kow icon is not available
qhe mause paméle kow icon on the nueue toolbar is inactive and does not affect the acquisition
of samélesK Eqq PROUTF
pample aetails from the right-click menu shows incorrect information
pelecting pample aetails from the rightJclick menu shows incorrect information Epample kameI
ptatusF for saméles with the status of qerminated or martialK paméle details are available for waiting
and acquired samélesK qo see the correct information for terminated or éartially acquired samélesI
doubleJclick the rowK Epq PNMUSF
Columns cleared in the nueue janager cannot be selected again
ff users rightJclick in the nueue janagerI select Column pettingsI and then clear the check
boxesI the columns are removed from the nueue janagerK eoweverI the rightJclick menu is
subsequently not available and the columns cannot be restored to the nueue janagerK qo avoid
this issueI do not remove columns from the nueue janagerK Epq PNMUUF
®

joving and then deleting a batch causes the Analyst poftware to stop responding
®

fn the nueue janagerI if a batch is moved and then deletedI the Analyst poftware stoés
reséondingK qo avoid this issueI delete the batch without moving itK Epq PNMVUF
rsers are unable to delete the last row when the acquisition method contains more than
the maximum limit of joj transitions
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then éasting more than the maximum limit of joj transitions in the acquisition methodI you
cannot delete the last rowK rsers can delete row n–N and then edit the last row to include the
information that was just deletedK Epq SVSUF
koteW cor POMMI QMMM and RMMM peries pystemsI PMM joj transitions are the maximum when
acquiring joj data and NMMM joj transitions are the maximum when acquiring pcheduled
qj
joj Algorithm dataK cor all the other systemsI NORM transitions are the maximum when
qj
acquiring joj data and QMMM éer method is the maximum when acquiring pcheduled joj
Algorithm dataK Epq SVSUF
Copying and pasting acquisition methods
Coéying coméoundJdeéendent cells that are éartially exéosed in a mass ranges table might cause
the éasting action to result in an errorK eighlight all cells coméletely Edrag the mouse all the way
to the rightF before coéying themK Also make sure to coéy into the same column for which the
selection has been madeI otherwise incorrect data and errors might resultK
Copying and pasting to mass table
oefer to the eelé for instructions when coéying and éasting to the mass ranges table from one
acquisition method to another or from an external file to an acquisition methodK
rsers are unable to modify and save number of cycles
ff you edit any érevious version of method EdamF filesI you might not be able to modify and save
the number of cycles the first timeK oeéeat the érocess again to save this informationK
pcans are unexpectedly set to sum to N
ff you set the scans to sum to greater than NI clicking the Advanced jp tab and then clicking the
jp tab resets the scans to sum to NK qo store the value éroéerlyI tyée the value and save without
clicking the Advanced jp tabK EpCo NNQQSF
Column headers are missing in previous versions of batch files
®

ff you oéen a batch file created from an earlier version of the Analyst poftwareI column headers
might disaééear in the _atch bditorK EpCo NNRTUF
pourceLgas information might not reflect values set as defaults in parameter settings
then you create an acquisition method manually or through the faA jethod wizardI review and
uédate the pourceLdas éarameters as aééroériateK EpCo NNSSOI pCo NNTNNF
rsers are unable to save or submit batches with long file paths
rsers cannot save or submit an acquisition batch if the éroject éath is longer than NOS charactersK
then this tyée of file is submittedI the following error messageW “cailed to set eeader data” is
shownK then this file is savedI the following error messageW “cailed to save _atchkame” is shownK
masting columns in mass ranges table
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masting of individual column of values for coméoundJdeéendent éarameters in joj and pcheduled
qj
joj Algorithm methods from an external csv or txt file might not always workK Coéy and éaste
the whole bxcel séreadsheet with uédated deéendent éarameter valuesK
masting rows in mass ranges table
masting more than PMM lines into an joj mass table might take several minutesK
fssue with importing file with joj transitions
jake sure that the iméorted file is either a txt EtabJdelimited text fileF or a csv Ecomma seéarated
valueF fileK jake sure that the number of columns in the file is equal to the number of columns
®
shown in the Analyst poftware jethod bditor and that the column order matchesK AlsoI make
sure that there are no eméty cells in the file that are iméortedK Epq OTNTF
qj

An error message is shown when a text file is imported into an joj or Scheduled joj
acquisition method
qj

then a text file is iméorted into an joj or pcheduled joj Algorithm methodI a messageW
“fnvalid value entered into tableK jake sure only numeric values are entered” might be shownK
eoweverI the file is iméorted correctlyK qhis issue is not observed when csv files are iméorted or
when content is coéied and éasted from an external fileI regardless of its formatK Epq NVNQNF
masting into a mass ranges table during acquisition can cause the system to stop responding
®

then content is éasted into a mass ranges table during acquisitionI the Analyst poftware might
qj
stoé reséondingK rsers can only coéy and éaste into an joj or pcheduled joj Algorithm
table before and after acquisitionK
pwitching valve tables must be populated before using method
then using a method containing a switching valveI make sure that the table is éoéulated before
saving and using the methodK ff this method is used for acquisitionI the system stoés reséonding
and you must restart the instrumentK Epq VQPNF
mause time doubles if a quadrupole experiment is created after a switch between ifq and
quadrupole scan types in the jethod bditor
then users create a method containing a quadruéole scan tyée with a mass range ofI for examéleI
NMMM to NORM aa and then switch to an ifq scan tyée and then back to the original quadruéole
scan tyéeI the éause time nearly doublesK qo érevent the éause time from doublingI do not change
scan tyées during method creationK Epq NNQSRF
auring batch creationI pressing qab creates another row
then a batch is createdI if the user goes to the last row in the _atch bditor and then éress the
qab buttonI another row is createdK After the row is createdI the AutoJfncrement or cillJaown
functionality does not work with this rowK AlsoI any rows aééended to the batch are shown before
this oneK then the batch is submittedI this éhantom row is not submittedK ff a user creates a batch
with this extra rowI the saméle séecified in this row is not collectedK Avoid the use of the qab button
to add rows to the batchK rse the Add paméles button insteadK Epq NQMOQF
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pamples in a batch remain suspended after an instrument error is corrected
qhe batch must be resubmitted to the queue to continueK Epq NSOQTF
fon energy is invalid in bjp scans
Although fon bnergy N is accessible in bjp scansI it is not aéélicable and should not be usedK
EpCo NNTSQF

qj

Acquire — Scheduled joj

Algorithm

oq=M is incorrectly included in sjoj method validation when pcheduled fonization is
turned lk
qj

then a pcheduled joj Algorithm torkflow method Esjoj methodF contains transitions with
a retention time of zero and scheduled ionization is usedI an incorrect warning message indicating
that oq=M is smaller than the pcheduled fonization ptart qime is shown when the method is
savedK qhis message can be ignoredK then the user clicks lh to dismiss the messageI the method
is saved and can be usedK EAkJNTSSF
qj

Scheduled joj

Algorithm experiment limit

cor POMMI QMMMI and RMMM peries pystemsI to maintain oétimum system éerformanceI a pcheduled
qj
joj AlgorithmI nonJfaA exéeriment should not exceed NIMMM transitions and three deéendent
qj
éarametersK A pcheduled joj AlgorithmI faA exéeriment should not exceed NIMMM transitions
®
and two deéendent éarametersK ff the exéeriment exceeds these limitsI then the Analyst poftware
might stoé reséonding and the user must restart the instrument and reactivate the hardware érofileK
oeduce the number of transitions to increase the number of deéendent éarametersK
cor all the other series systemsI the limit is QMMM transitions with three of the four deéendent
éarameters ECbI amI bmI CumFK
qj

julti-period Scheduled joj

Algorithm experiments not supported
®

qj

jultiéle éeriod pcheduled joj Algorithm exéeriments are not suééorted in the Analyst poftwareK
vou cannot create these methodsK
qj

qj

fn certain casesI for the Amf RMMM pystemI sensitivity might be less for Scheduled joj
Algorithm bxperiments than for joj bxperiments

qhis issue might be observed for exéeriments covering a wide range of nN masses over several
qj
hundred aaK heeé this in mind when using the pcheduled joj Algorithm functionality on the
qj
Amf RMMM instrumentK Epq NRNQVF
qj

_atches containing the maximum number of Scheduled joj Algorithm transitions and
three mass-dependent parameters where one of them is bm causes the system to stop
responding
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_atches containing the maximum number of pcheduled joj Algorithm transitions and three
massJdeéendent éarametersI amI CbI and bmI cause the system to stoé reséondingK qo avoid
this issueI do not include bm as one of the massJdeéendent éarametersK Epq NSMSSF
qj

Scheduled joj

Algorithm parameters cannot be changed on-the-fly
qj

ComéoundJdeéendent éarameters for an acquisition method using the pcheduled joj Algorithm
might not be aéélied when changed in realJtime in janual quningK then changing éarameters
qj
for a pcheduled joj Algorithm method in janual quning under qune and Calibrate modeI stoé
the method between adjustments and then start it againK Epq VQPSF
qj

Algorithm mass ranges table can take several minutes

qj

Algorithm mass ranges table with NMMM joj transitions can take

jodifying Scheduled joj

jodifying a pcheduled joj
several minutesK Epq RORNF

Acquire — ketwork aata Acquisition
Copy data to a network location before validating the checksum
ff the user atteméts to validate the checksum of a large file that is being acquired to a network
®
locationI then the Analyst poftware might stoé reséonding or a failed checksum might occurK qhis
is because network interruétions might cause a delay in writing the full file to the networkK qo
resolve this issueI restart the Analystpervice and clientK AlternatelyI the file itself might become
corruétedK jake sure that the file has been fully coéied to the network location before atteméting
to validate the checksumK EAkJOMOF
aata might be lost during acquisition from multiple instruments to same data file
ao not acquire data concurrently from multiéle acquisition workstations to the same network data
fileK
®

qhe Analyst poftware prompts the user to re-enter the root directory path
qhe root directory must follow the rniversal kaming Convention ErkCF formatW yycoméuter
nameydrive nameK jaééed drives are converted automatically to full rkC éathsK cull network éath
lengths must be limited to NOU charactersK
ketwork data security mode
cor network data acquisitionI work in jixed jode or fntegrated jodeK ff pingle rser jode is usedI
then make sure that the user is a network domain user with read and write access to the éroject
folderK EpCo NNTUNF
Access current data is not accessible
ff network acquisition is usedI then you cannot see the acquired data from a remote workstation
until the saméle is finishedK
ko audit trail records are created when the network is unavailable
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then the network is unavailableI the data file creation and other nonJérocessing activities éerformed
during data acquisition only are not recorded in the audit trail databaseI which is not accessibleK
Add steés to the standard oéeration érocedures EplmF to contact the fq deéartment regularly if
there has been any network interruétion during érevious data acquisition érocesses and to avoid
data acquisition during network maintenance workK rsers can also review the tindows aéélication
event log to check for any network disconnection warning eventsK All relevant acquisition data is
still logged in the data file even if the network is unavailableK EpCo NNSQUF
oeported iast pample cinished time is slightly later than the time that acquisition completed
then data files are acquired to the networkI the time reéorted in cile fnfo in bxélore mode for iast
paméle cinished is the time the file was coéied to the networkI which might differ from the time of
acquisition of the last saméleK qhis is due to the delay when transferring files to the networkK EpCo
VROPF
serify checksum after the file transfer is complete
then serify Checksum is clicked on a file that has just finished acquisitionI checksum might
intermittently fail if the data file transfer to the network is in érogressK Checksum works after the
transfer is coméleteK EpCo NNQNVF
qhe wait period is long if you have no write access
ff you do not have write access to a network éroject and try to oéen a data EwiffF fileI you might
exéerience a long wait éeriod while the audit trail érocess tries unsuccessfully to uédate the
informationK EpCo VVMSF
cile transfers might fail due to limited space on the network
®

then acquiring data to a network server with userJséecific séace limitationsI the Analyst poftware
might not be able to detect the remaining séace availableK As a resultI the data transfer érocess
might failI but acquisition is not affectedK qhe data remains on the local acquisition workstationK
qo avoid this issueI always make sure that there is sufficient séaceK ff the issue does occursI make
®
some séace availableI and then restart the Analyst poftwareK EpCo NNQOMF
qhe spectral arithmetic output file is not saved
®

ff the root directory is on the networkI select lpen the kew cile fmmediately in the Analyst
poftware in the lutput cilename section in the péectral Arithmetic tizard–steé QK ltherwiseI
the outéut file might not be savedK EpCo NNTQSF

bxplore
®

qhe iC method file name and detailed information are not shown in the Analyst poftware
cile fnfo for the pCfbu TRMM pystem data filesK
cor pCfbu TRMM pystem data files acquired by pCfbu lpI the iC method file name and detailed
®
iC information are not shown in the Analyst poftware cile fnfoK qo view the iCJrelated informationI
use pCfbu lp insteadK EAkJNVPPF
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pimplified CAa gas settings are shown incorrectly in cile fnfo
®

ff a data file was acquired using simélified CAa gas settings and oéened in the Analyst poftware
without the correséonding hardware érofile activeI then the CAa gas setting in the cile fnfo is
shown incorrectlyK A CAa gas setting of iow is shown as –NI jedium as –OI and eigh as –PK
EAkJOVVF
Centroid data is not shown correctly
Centroid data is not shown correctly when scan the user averages scans and steés the ufC
Ebxtracted fon ChromatogramF to show the adjacent séectraK fnstead of using CentroidI use mrofile
scan mode to show the data correctlyK EAkJQMRF
eigh mass mmd values are shown for RRMMI SRMM Elow mass modeFI and SRMMH Elow mass
modeF peries pystems in the calibration peak list
ln RRMMI SRMM Elow mass modeFI and SRMMH Elow mass modeF peries pystemsI additional ions
NORQI NRQRI and NVRO are shown in the calibration éeak listK qhis has no iméact on the calibration
of the mass séectrometersK EAkJRMMF
mrocessing large data files concurrently with long data acquisition
Avoid érocessing Efor instanceI generating a ufCF a large data file that has more than SMM joj
transitions while éerforming a long data acquisitionK aoing so might cause the software to become
unstable and data to be lostK rse another coméuter to érocess such dataK ff you need to oéen the
qj
currently acquiring dataI the disélay for currently acquiring pcheduled joj Algorithm data
defaults to qfC to oéen the file fasterK mrocessing these files should still be keét to a minimum
during acquisitionK
mrocessing lptions truncates non-integer values
®

qhe Analyst poftware mrocessing létions L fntegration screen Eqools > pettings > mrocessing
lptionsI fntegration tabFI allows the user to enter decimal values between M and NMMK eoweverI
after the screen is closed and then reoéenedI these values truncate to their integer valuesK
qhe “pubtract oange iocked” option seems to be active and the menu item in the right-click
menu does not update
then rightJclicking on a chromatogramI the feature seems to be enabled whether or not it actually
isK qo see if the feature is enabledI use either the jenu bar Ebxplore > _ackground pubtract >
pubtract oange iockedF or the bxélore qoolbarK ff the icon is shown as deéressedI the feature
is enabledK
fnability to sort meak iists correctly
lccasionallyI the meak iist does not sort correctlyK qo restore functionalityI close the meak iist
Edeleting the éaneF and then oéen itK
qhe cursor does not correspond to the time point of the spectral data
lccasionallyI the cursor is incorrectly allowed to be élaced between data éointsK qhe time in the
header of the séectrum of the active chromatogram is always correctK
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aata is missing after an export to the mac format
®

then the Analyst poftware is active with several éanes oéenI exéorting the active window to a
mac file might not exéort all data from the windowK rse bxport when there are only a few éanes
in the windowK
qime range discrepancy for Contour plot
then a érocessed data file EmaqF is saved with a Contour élot shownI the saved file shows a
different time range than the original Contour mlotK
qhe u-axis not extended
After a chromatogram is offsetI the uJaxis EtimeF range is not extended to include the shifted dataK
qhe aAa margin for negative absorbance is not functioning
qhe diode array detector EaAaF margin for negative absorbance does not functionK
merformance is impacted due to a large number of scans
mrocessing data can be slow when the data file contains a very large number of scans resulting
from the use of short dwell timesK heeé the number of scans below PM MMMK EpCo TVSQF
siewing faA data files
ff an faA exéeriment data file is oéened during acquisitionI it is shown in bxélore mode even if the
faA bxélorer is set as the default viewer in the Aééearance létions dialogK ff the data file is oéened
after acquisitionI it is shown in the faA siewerK paméles that were oéened in bxélore mode during
acquisition do so by default when the acquisition is comélete as wellK léen the saméle in the faA
siewer if you reoéen the fileK EpCo VUMRF
qhe integrated earvard syringe pump is not in cile fnfo
fn some cases the cile fnfo in bxélore mode indicates that the integrated earvard syringe éumé
was not used even though it was usedK EpCo USQPF
pmoothing does not consider M intensity points
qhe pmoothing function does not consider M intensity éointsK eoles might be visible in the séectrum
after smoothing if there are intensities of M in the data fileK EpCo NPOMQF
phow cile fnfo
léening the cile fnfo éane using the phow cile fnfo command might cause the software to stoé
reséonding or to omit information from the viewK qhis is an intermittent issue and no data is lostK
ff this occursI configure the Audit qrail janager settings to ko Audit jaé or alternatively clear the
Closed jodule event in the Audit jaé bditor to view or save the cile fnfo to a fileK qhe original
®
audit trail settings should be restoredK lnly an Analyst poftware Administrator can configure the
audit trail settingsK
lverlay on plot for isotopic distribution in calculator
lccasionallyI this feature does not function as exéectedK eoweverI the text is still accurateK
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fncorrect status in cile fnfo
ln the RRMM peries pystemsI the cile fnfo incorrectly shows the status as “_ad” for the Curtain
qj
das flow and interface éuméK qhere is no interface éumé on RRMM peries pystemsK AlsoI although
qj
the file information will show “_ad” for the Curtain das flowI this does not necessarily reflect the
qj
status at the time of acquisitionK ff during acquisitionI the Curtain das flow status develoés a
true “_ad” stateI then acquisition for that saméle will stoé with an errorK Epq UURPF
aelays occur in showing the sample list
ln the RRMM peries pystemsI it takes more than VM seconds to éoéulate the saméle list for a data
file acquired with more than NIMMM samélesK Allow for at least VM seconds to éoéulate the entire
saméle listK ff more than NIMMM saméles are acquired to a wiff fileI then it will take at least VM
®
seconds to éoéulate the saméle listK qhe Analyst poftware will be able to oéen the fileK eoweverI
we recommend that the saméles be acquired into different data filesI if éossibleK
pyringe pump method is information missing from the cile fnfo
ln the RRMM peries pystemsI the syringe éumé details used to collect the data are not shown in
the cile fnfo éane for data where a syringe éumé was usedK kote which flow rate and syringe
diameter were used during acquisitionK AlternativelyI the user can obtain this information from the
data file by recreating the acquisition method from the cile fnfo by rightJclicking on the cile fnfo
to select pave Acquisition jethodK vou must have the same devices in the hardware érofile to
recreate the method coméletelyK Epq TUSNF
qhe bxplore eistory file is not shown correctly
qhe descriétion of all the changes is sometimes merged into one cell but it is often still legibleK fn
some instancesI some information might be missingK Epq VQUNF
Changes to the offset in the eistory pane are not being shown
léen the eistory éane again to show changes to the offsetK Epq VQUSF
oeviewing joj data changes the active ufC
then the user oéens a saved bxélore eistory cile EeéhF from a qotal tave Chromatogram EqtCF
where the data from the mass séectrometer is joj dataI the data is the overlaid ufCs but reviewing
the changes switches the active ufCK qhe listed historyI howeverI is correct and can be used to
manually aéély those settings to the original dataK
lccasionallyI samples in data files collected at NO MMM aaLs cannot be opened
ff saméles cannot be oéenedI oéen the érevious or any subsequent saméle and use the forward
and back arrows to navigate to the saméle that does not oéenK Epq NPNSVF
ff data is expanded in the faA siewer during sample acquisition to the same data fileI data
from an acquired sample is not shown
ko data is shown in bxélore mode for an acquired saméle if the data is exéanded from the faA
siewer during the acquisition of a second saméle to the same wiff fileK Epq NUOOUF
rndocked draph fnformation tindow can cause the software to stop responding
®
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lccasionally when the draéh fnformation tindow is oéened and undocked the software stoés
reséondingK qhis is often the case when the window is left oéen and undocked for several hours
while acquisition and érocessing take élaceK qo avoid this issueI keeé the draéh fnformation
tindow dockedK Epq NSTMMF
qhe nN resolution offset table at NM aaLs is missing in the cile fnformation
qhe nN resolution offset table at NM aaLs is missing in the cile fnformation for a negative bo scan
tyéeK qhis does not affect the data or any future acquisitionK qo retrieve this informationI you can
look into a data file acquired in nN negative modeK Epq NPPPNF
pections of ions appear to be missing in bmf scans
ln the RRMM peries pystemsI when nM traééing is usedI a fill time of at least OM ms is requiredK
bmf séectra acquired with a cill qime less than O ms will result in a missing range of ions in the
second mass range when nM traééing is lnK fn generalI exéect to see an overall decrease in
sensitivity even with one mass range under these conditionsK Epq UOMMF
Compound iibrary databases with over OM MMM entries fail to show full information
then the user oéens Coméound iibrary databases that have over OM MMM entriesI the individual
fields do not show the full information used to éoéulate the original databaseK qhe field is éoéulated
with “kA” insteadK qo overcome this issueI it is recommended that the user save the original
database into two seéarate databases to be able to view all entries and then éoéulate future entries
in a new databaseK cor examéleI delete the last NM MMM entries and save this database as “mart
N” and then reoéen the original databaseI delete the first NM MMM entries and save this database
as “mart O”K
koteW aeleting entries and then adding new ones is not recommendedK Epq NVOVTF
®

qhe Analyst poftware stopped responding during real-time ufC data extraction
then large numbers of ions were extracted in realJtime during acquisition using an joj or
®
qj
pcheduled joj Algorithm methodI the Analyst poftware might have become unreséonsiveK
qhis issue has been correctedK eoweverI users should be aware that there might be cases where
extracting large numbers of chromatograms will still cause the software to slow or become
unreséonsiveK cor examéleI having multiéle ufC éanes oéen simultaneouslyI or acquiring data
from multiéle methods to the same wiff fileK fn these casesI users should refrain from extracting
chromatograms in realJtimeK EAkJOVOF

bxplore — iibrary pearch
_lank results in new field
then éerforming a iibrary pearch from an oéen séectrumI if the user clicks siew janager from
the pearch oesults window and add a new fieldI the results for this new field might seem to be
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blankK Clicking the field a few times causes the results to be shownK qhis is a graéhical issue and
does not affect functionalityK
eidden column in Compound iibrary view
then viewing the Coméound iibraryI increasing the width of the last column might uncover a
column named eiddenI with éoéulated valuesK qhis is a graéhical issue and does not affect
functionalityK ao not modify the data in this columnK Epq PNSRF
®

bditing the compound name twice might cause the Analyst poftware to stop responding
ff the user edits the name of a coméound in the libraryI clicks lhI and then atteméts to edit the
®
coméound againI the Analyst poftware stoés reséondingK qo avoid thisI after clicking lh to change
the coméound nameI close and then oéen the library before atteméting to change the same
coméoundK Epq OOUPF
lpening a library record in the default library might show a blank spectrum
ff this occursI then reconnect the library database Eqools > pettings > lptimization lptions >
iibrary janager F to correct the issueK Epq NUSMF

bxplore — wiff aata cile
®

Analyst poftware file compatibility
®

qhe Analyst poftware is fully backward coméatibleK eoweverI it is not forward coméatibleK qhat
®
isI the data files acquired in an older version of the Analyst poftware can be oéened in the newer
version of the softwareI but not vice versaK ff the acquisition coméuters are uégraded to the newer
®
Analyst poftwareI also uégrade the érocessing coméuters to the same versionK
clat file size limit
qhe software can show data in the flat file EwiffKscanF for files ué to O d_ in sizeK Any data stored
beyond this limit might not be shown correctlyK fn additionI larger file sizes might degrade overall
éerformanceK _egin acquiring data to a new data file if the file size nears this limit Efor examéle at
NKR d_FK

nuantitate
"Acquisition jethods" is shown as the acquisition method file name in the oesults qable
and reports for pCfbu TRMM pystem data files
®

®

fn the Analyst poftware oesults qable and the reéorts generated by the Analyst poftware oeéorterI
?Acquisition jethods? is shown as the acquisition method file name regardless of the jp method
used to acquire the pCfbu TRMM pystem data files by pCfbu lpK qo show the correct jp method
and iC method file names in the oesults qable and reéortsI use the Analytics workséace in
pCfbu lp to érocess the dataK EAkJNVPNF
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aetector data containing channels labeled with duplicated wavelengths cannot be integrated
®
in the Analyst poftware quantitation module
ff detector data EmaALaAa in OaLpignal jodeI rsI cluorescenceI or any combinationF containing
®
channels labeled with duélicated wavelengths is érocessed in the Analyst poftware using the
nuantitation tizardI then only one of those channels is érocessed in the oesults qableK EAkJNVQMF
rs data and aAaLmaA data cannot be processed together in the same oesults qable
ff the fntegrate rs data and the fntegrate aAa data check boxes are selected in the nuantitation
tizardI then the rs channels are reélaced by aAa or maA wavelengths in the quantitation methodI
and the oesults qable created does not contain integrated rs dataK qo avoid this issueI create
seéarate oesults qables using the nuantitation tizardI one with rs data integratedI and the other
with aAa or maA data integratedK EAkJNVPRF
qhe v-axis maximum might become extremely high in the peak review pane for some
analytes when using the option to zoom v-axis to “xx B of largest peak for all samples”
vJaxis maximum might become extremely high in the éeak review éane for some analytes when
using the oétion to zoom vJaxis to “xx B of largest éeak for all saméles” in the meak oeview aefault
létions or meak oeview létionsK aoubleJclick the vJaxis of the chromatogram for each saméle
to return the éeak view to normalI or use the oétion to zoom vJaxis to “xx B of largest éeak” insteadK
EAkJNPMOF
lnly values of M or greater were exported in nuantitate mode for aAa data
ff a user exéorts data using ?pave Active to qext cile? from a meak oeview éane or window in
nuantitate modeI then only éositive dataI M or greaterI is exéorted to the text file for a aAa dataK
kegative numbers are not exéortedK qo exéort a data list with both éositive and negative numbersI
use ?pave As qext? in the aata iist éane in bxélore modeK EAkJNRSSF
qhe unit in the titles for the Analyte Concentration and Calculated Concentration columns
in a oesults qable is only for the first analyte
ff a quantitation method used in a oesults qable uses different units for different analytesI the unit
in the titles for the Analyte Concentration and Calculated Concentration columns in the oesults
qable is only for the first analyteK qo view which units are used for all of the analytesI edit the qable
pettings to show the Analyte rnits columnK EAkJNPRTF
aisabling a quantitation security setting causes errors when oesults qable column settings
are changed
rnder nuantitation in the Access to Analyst list on the ooles tab in the pecurity Configuration
dialogI if the aisableI enable and clear audit trail éermission is disabledI then the user cannot
change the column settings in a oesults qable without receiving an error each timeK qo change
or modify table settingsI make sure that aisableI enable and clear audit trail is enabled for that
roleK EAkJNMNUF
qhe pum jultiple fons option might produce results that are slightly incorrect
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then using the pum jultiéle fons oétion within a quantitation methodI users might notice that the
summed intensities of multiéle ions is slightly different from the exéected value Eion N H ion O H ion
P and so onFK qhis is due to a rounding issue within the pum jultiéle fons algorithmK fn éracticeI
the difference will be very small and should not affect reéorted valuesK EAkJNF
qhe nuantitation audit trail incorrectly adds the word pamples to the change descriptions
fn the nuantitation audit trailI the word ?paméles? is incorrectly added before the textI ?qhe
concentrationLcalculated concentration units were changed to…? in the change descriétion when
the concentration or calculated concentration units are changed for either the Analyte or fnternal
ptandardK EAkJQPMF
qhe changed file name of the oesults qable is not shown in the oegression window
®

then the user éerforms regression in the Analyst poftware Enuantitation moduleF and saves the
oesults qable using a new file nameI the érintout of the calibration curve still shows the original
file nameK qhe calibration curve shows the new filename only after the file is closed and then
oéenedK EAkJRRRF
Adding a new column to a oesult qable shows an error message but the column is added
®

ff a new role is created in the Analyst poftware and the aisableI bnable or clear audit trail
EnuantitationF érivilege is disabledI then adding a new column in a oesults qable generates an
error message but the column is still correctly added to the tableK EAkJSQNF
aiscrepancy in oesults qable file size
aeéending on the number of samélesI the oesults qable file size might be larger than in the
®
érevious version of the Analyst poftwareK Epq PPQVSF
mrintouts are incorrect if manual integrations are not accepted
ff the user éerforms a manual integration and atteméts to érint the window or workséace without
first “acceéting” the changes Eor coméleting an eJpignatureI if requiredFI the resulting érintout might
be incorrectK qhe user sees two oesults qables érinted showing the areas before and after the
manual integrationI instead of the selected oesults qable and chromatogramK ff after éerforming
a manual integrationI the user acceéts the change Eor coméletes an eJpignatureF or navigates to
a different selectionI the mrint > tindow and mrint > torkspace commands functions as intendedK
Algorithm compatibility
qj

pcheduled joj Algorithm data cannot be analyzed with Analyst ClassicK qhe fntellinuan
integration algorithmsI fnA ff and jn fffI should be usedK cor more informationI refer to qechnical
fnformation oegarding fntegrationK peveral behaviors are observed in the softwareW
• then creating a quantitation method with Analyst Classic as the éreset algorithmI the software
warns about algorithm incoméatibility and the method uses fntellinuanJjn fff insteadK qhe
oéeration does not affect the éreset algorithmK Epq RPUUF
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®

• fntellinuan oesults qables from versions of the Analyst poftware earlier than version NKR will
®
continue to use the érevious versions of the algorithms in the Analyst NKR poftware so that the
results éresented are consistentK qhis is the only situation in which érevious fntellinuan algorithms
®
are used in the Analyst NKR poftwareK
• qhe nuantitation wizard cannot create a quantitation method for a data file that contains more
than VQ transitionsK _efore you can use the nuantitation tizard to generate a oesults qableI
you must first create the quantitation method using the _uild nuantitation jethod featureK pelect
this quantitation method on the Create nuantitation pet J pelect jethod éage of the nuantitation
tizardK Epq RVNVF
• mreviously generated quantitation methods with the Analyst Classic algorithm cannot be used
qj
to analyze pcheduled joj Algorithm dataK qo carry forward the informationI exéort the
method as text using the Create qext cile from nuan jethod scriét and then iméort it using the
Create nuan jethods from qext ciles scriétK _oth scriéts are érovided on Ydrive>Wymrogram
cilesyAnalystypcriétsyAll jass péectrometers folderK
qj

• vou cannot add pcheduled joj
algorithmsK

Algorithm data to oesults qables using the Analyst Classic
qj

fnA ff fntegration algorithm occasionally does not find peaks on Scheduled joj
data

Algorithm

qj

cor pcheduled joj Algorithm dataI it is recommended to use fntellinuan J jn fff as the default
integration algorithmI as the éeak is sometimes not found in the retention time window when using
qj
the pcheduled joj Algorithm with fnA llK
aefault integration algorithms
kewly created érojects always coéy the default integration settings from the aefault érojectK cor
®
fresh installations of theAnalyst poftware versions NKR and laterI the éreset is fntellinuan J jn
fffK ff the Analyst aata folder is used from a érevious versionI then the éreset from that aefault
®
mroject will carry forward to the later version of the Analyst poftwareK
iarge signal-to-noise values are sometimes reported in the oesults qable
lccasionallyI when very low or no noise is selected for a backgroundI very large values to over
OM digits are reéortedK qhis might occur because there is no baseline noise for these casesK qhe
signalJtoJnoise should be reéorted as kLA in these casesK oeadjust the selection of the baseline
to make sure that some baseline noise is aéélied to the signalJtoJnoise calculationK
_aseline pub window
qhe fntellinuan _aseline pub window is actually a half windowK qhe window used is twice the width
that is enteredK qhis aéélies both to the fntegration tab of the mrocessing létions and the fntellinuan
marameters dialogs oéened by rightJclicking in a data listK EpCo NOVUQF
bxporting with pum jultiple fons produces a bad text file
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bxéorting a oesults qable built with the pum jultiéle fons oétion éroduces data in seéarate
columnsK qhe values are shown under incorrect headers and the text file might be incorrectK EpCo
NMVQTF
aiode array detector results are not removed
fn a aAa oesults qableI even when all aAa data is removed and an AaC data saméle is addedI
the aAa information remains in the oesults qableK EpCo TVVUF
qhe Analyte mass range column contains kLA
ff an automatic quantitation method is used to build a new oesults qableI the Analyte jass
oanges column contains kLA instead of the actual mass range for the correséonding saméle and
analyte Eéotentially all differentFK EpCo UTVMF
meak asymmetry error
then a oesults qable is created and meak Asymmetry is shownI then the column shows MKMM if
no éeak is foundK EpCo NMSUUF
iast decimal digit is inconsistent
then oéening a ptatistics table for two oesults qables Eby selecting droup _y Concentration
from the ConcK as oows box and selecting Area or eeight from the ptatistics jetric boxFI the
last digit for some of the statistical results EjeanF could be different deéending on the order in
which the data files are oéenedK qhe same issue is also seen in mean calculationsK EpCo NPNVUF
nuantitation integration mass tolerance
qhe algorithm for selecting a éarticular joj transition from the nN and nP masses stored in the
quantitation method oéerates as followsW
qhe transition whose masses are closest to the values from the quantitation methodI but still within
a tolerance of MKN aaI is usedK qhe software determines which transition is closest by summing
the nN mass variation and the nP mass variation Ebetween the quantitation method and the
acquisition methodF and then selecting the transition whose variation sum is the smallestK
qhe quantitation of a sample with a large number of transitions might seem slow
cor examéleW
• denerating a oesults qable on the recommended coméuter using one saméle containing O RMM
transitions can take about three minutesK Epq VVQQF
qj

• Creating or saving a quantitation method using pcheduled joj
O RMM transitions can take ué to NR minutesK Epq VVQQF

Algorithm data that contains

Adding a cormula Column causes the software to stop responding
ff the user éerforms an oéeration using a cormula column in a pummary mage in a oesults qable
the software stoés reséondingK qo érevent this behaviorI remove the RMMs in the brackets in the
column names in the cormula fieldK Epq NOVQMF
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qhe Cancel button is unresponsive when an unsaved quantitation method is being closed
then a workséace with an oéenI unsaved quantitation method is being closedI the Cancel button
is not reséonsiveK qo close the window without saving the methodI click ko instead of CancelK
Epq NRQTTF
®

qhe Analyst poftware stops responding when a oesults qable is exported to a non-existent
directory
qhis issue occurs when the user séecifies the incorrect éath in the cile name list by tyéing in the
éathK jake sure that the éath séecified exists and is correctK Epq NRVVOF
qhe pave As dialog points to incorrect folder
then users save a quantitation method that required a data file to oéenI the pave As dialog éoints
to the folder were the data file was located instead of the nuantitation jethods folderK _rowse to
the aééroériate folder before saving the quantitation methodK Epq NSNOVF
A peak is not integrated as expected when the oq window is increased beyond QM seconds
then the fnA ff algorithm is usedI oq windows larger than QM seconds are ignoredK then the
user sets a window larger than thisI a window of HLJ OM seconds is usedK bither adjust the exéected
retention time for the shifted éeakI orI for batches where this is haééening for many samélesI
switch to the jn fff algorithmK Epq NTSTSF
An error occurs during quantitation using the qfC as the nNLnP selection
®

ff the nuantitation wizard is used and the qfC is séecified as the nNLnP selectionI then the Analyst
poftware shows an error when the user advances the wizardK Click lh to successfully continue
with the wizardK Epq POQOF
Column sorting

lccasionallyI sorting columns in tables does not éroduce reéeatable resultsK port the index column
to make sure that sorting is always correctK
nuick nuant with full scan methods
fn the Acquisition _atch bditorI creating a nuick nuant method causes inconsistent behavior if
the acquisition method selected is a full scan methodK After saving this methodI you cannot oéen
itK nuick nuant works as exéected with all other scan tyéesK ft is recommended that you do not
use nuick nuant with full scan methodsK EpCo VUSSF
kew nuick nuant methods do not apply new quantitation default values
kew nuick nuant methods generated through _uild Acquisition _atch do not use the modified
quantitation default values séecified through the nuant jethod bditor pettings dialogK EpCo SVVTF
qj

An intensity drop might be observed when a Scheduled joj
run with masses greater than NMMM aa

Algorithm experiment is

qj

Avoid using masses above N MMM aa in pcheduled joj Algorithm exéerimentsK fn these
instancesI it is recommended that you use the joj scan tyéeK Epq NNTTOF
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pome items unavailable under the Administrator role for the nuantitate module are available
Although the “Change default number of smooths Ein tizardF” and “Change concentration units
Ein tizardF” are not available for the Administrator under roleJbased securityI a user with the
Administrator role still has access to these features in the wizardK Epq NVNQVF
qhe concentration units specified when a quantitation method is created do not propagate
to the oesults qable if different units are used per analyte
Although a user can enter different units for different analytes when creating a quantitation methodI
only the first set of units is used in the oesults qableK Epq NVNRNF
fncorrect data is shown in the calibration window
qhe data in the calibration window might not be consistent with the oesults qable if few éeaks are
found in the oesults qableK qo correct thisI refresh the window by saving itK EpCo NNOUOF
®

Analyst poftware oeporter
A report cannot be generated when the iibrary search template is used in the oeporter PKO
poftware
then the user tries to create a reéort using the iibrary pearch temélate in the oeéorter PKO
poftwareI an error message is generated that the reéort cannot be createdK qo resolve this issueI
contact pCfbu suééort at sciexKcomLrequestJsuééortK EAkJPVF
qhe oeporter qemplate bditor might not show the qags panel for the _lank qemplate
then the _lank qemélate in oeéorter is editedI the tags éanel might not be shown by defaultI
deéending on the version of jicrosoft lffice usedK ff the éanel is not visibleI then users can make
it visible by selecting siew > aocument bditorI followed by siew > aocument ActionsK EAkJORMF
Chromatograms are not shown if the iabel field contains information
then a oeéorter temélate is createdI if the user adds a chromatogram and then tyées anything
in the label field for the tagI then the érinted reéort does not show the chromatogramK qo avoid
this issueI make sure that the label field is emétyK EAkJORRF
qhe oeporter qemplate Converter is unable to convert four templates
qhe oeéorter qemélate Converter is unable to convert the following temélatesW pelect Analyst OM
éercent oeéortKxmlI paméle oeéort with joj ratiosKxmlI paméle oeéort with joj ratiosOKxml
and paméle oeéort with joj ratios brKxmlK rsers will receive an error message when atteméting
to convert any of these temélatesK EAkJORUF
Chinese characters might be unreadable in oeports
then the oeéorter PKO poftware is used to érint reéorts using Chinese fontsI the séacing between
characters might be too small to allow the reéort to be easily readableK qhis might haééen when
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érinting to tord or mac formatsK ff this haééensI select the oétion to érint to eqji formatI as this
format séaces the characters aééroériatelyK EAkJNPNF
Adobe Acrobat might stop responding after printing to mac
ff the user selects both of the mrint to mac and mrint Automatically oétionsI then after the reéort is
generatedI Adobe Acrobat oéens but stoés reséondingK ff the user manually closes Adobe AcrobatI
the reéort oéens automatically as a macK qhis is a workflow defect and does not affect the
generation of the actual reéortK Epq PRSONF
oeport names containing periods might cause the oeporter to stop responding
then creating a reéortI if users séecify a filename that contains éeriods E‘dots’FI they must also
séecify the file extensionK cailing to do so causes an error to be generatedW “cailed to érocess the
reéort fileK rnsuééorted format requestedK” cor examéleI séecifying a reéort as “reéort NKOKP”
causes oeéorter to stoé reséondingK péecifying “reéort NKOKPKdocx” generates the reéort as intendedK
qhe extension must match the format selected in the oeéorter poftwareK Epq PRSPSF
denerating a mac report might be slower for tindows T operating system users
ln tindows T oéerating systemsI if the user is not an AdministratorI then the reéort takes longer
to runK Epq MPPVTRF

fnstaller
®

A message about aCljmermKdll might be shown during Analyst poftware installation
®

®

auring the installation of the Analyst NKT poftware with eotcix N or later versions of the Analyst
poftwareI a message ?Cannot move aCljmbojKdll while installing aCljmermK tinPO errrorcode
OSOOTOK mlease contact your software manufacturerK? might be shownK Click lh in the message
to continue with the software installationK ff a CqC mAi autosaméler is usedI then test whether the
hardware érofile with the CqC mAi autosaméler can be activated after installationK ff notI then
contact pCfbu suééort at sciexKcomLrequestJsuééortK ltherwiseI the software works as intendedK
EAkJTSTF
®

qhe Analyst poftware cannot be upgraded or reinstalled if the taters Acquity iC aevice
ariver has been installed on the computer or was previously installed on the computer and
then removed
ff the taters Acquity iC aevice ariver has ever been installed on the acquisition coméuterI even
®
if it was later removedI users might have difficulties uégrading the Analyst poftware on the coméuter
or reinstalling itK qhis might result in users losing their instrument tuning filesK qhe issue is caused
by the taters driver and taters suééort has been advisedK
®

qo avoid this issueI before éerforming an uégrade installation or reJinstallation of the Analyst
®
poftwareI always make sure to restart the coméuter right before launching the Analyst poftware
setuéKexe fileK EAkJSVOF
pmart pervices runtime error
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lccasionallyI a pmart pervices runtime error aééears when the eotcixes are installed on uninstalledK
Click through the errorK qhe error does not affect the installation or removal of the eotcixesK qhis
error occurs only when pmart pervices jass péec dateway v QKN is installedK Epq NNQVUF

lther
pcreen flickering
®

qhe screen might flicker when switching between modes and between windows in the Analyst
poftwareK qhe flickering does not indicate a serious issue or éotential shut down and does not
affect dataK Epq PSNQF
Changing power management settings on the lptiplex VSM is not recommended

iong delays Eué to five hours has been observedF between saméles in the batch might be seen
on the létiélex VSM if the éower management settings ECJptate controlF in the _flp are changedK
qhis has not been observed for all scan tyéesK Epq NUMNTF
qhe kebulizer Current status is not shown correctly in the aetailed ptatus window
®

ln the RRMM series of instrumentsI the Analyst poftware does not disélay the kebulizer Current
correctly in the aetailed ptatus window while the instrument is in oéerationK A value of M is shown
but this does not accurately reflect the actual aéélied currentK Contact an cpb if no change in
éerformance is observed when the nebulizer current is changed in the method or if an issue with
the nebulizer current is suséectedK

Compatible poftware
Automaton support is discontinued
®

qhe Analyst poftware does not suééort the Automaton softwareK qhe Automaton software éackage
qj
is reélaced by the aiscoverynuant poftwareK
®

pome iightpight poftware versions cannot create dpe precursor ion faA methods
®

qhe iightpight poftware for metabolite identification is unable to create dpe érecursor ion faA
methods when the molecular weight of the molecule is above RRM aaK fn version OKM and OKNI the
®
iightpight poftware cannot create dpe mrec faA methods and in version OKOI the software cannot
®
create dpe mrec faA and dpe mrecLki faA methodsK qhe iightpight poftware can create dpe
mrec methods for molecules with a molecular weight above RRM aa only if an faA method does
not need to be createdK
AAl aevelopment hit
®

qhird éarty develoéers can find the AAl aeveloément hit on the Analyst poftware asa or the
web dowload éackageI whichever is availableI in the ybxtrasyAAl folderK qhe kit contains a rser’s
duideI oelease kotesI pource cilesI paméle CodeI and so forthK
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®

then setting up a root directory for the Analyst Administrator ConsoleI make sure that
the path name does not include the word “mrojects”
®

then setting ué a root directory for AAC EAnalyst Administrator ConsoleFI make sure that the
éath name does not include the word “mrojects”K ff the éath name includes the word “mrojects”I
then a series of messages are returned to the user that érevent the user from logging into the
®
Analyst poftware through the AACK qhe messages might indicate that the user does not have
access to the érojects in the torkgroué to which they belong or that the érojects included in the
torkgroué do not existK Contact the administrator to rectify this issueK Epq NVPVQF
Connection from AAC to the AAC server
Connection from the AAC to the AAC server should be made using the fm address and not the
AAC server nameK Epq PNMSUF

pcripts
qhe sorting feature for a column in the sjoj Calculator script might not function correctly
when the number of digits before the decimal is not the same for all joj transitions
then a method is loaded in the sjoj Calculator scriétI sorting in an increasing or decreasing
order for a column might not function correctlyK ff the number of digits before the decimal for all
joj transitions in a column is the same EexaméleW all oqs are above N but below NM minFI there
is no issue with sortingK qhere might be an issue if some oqs are below NM minutes and some are
above NM minutes EexaméleW oq=NKOI OKRI NMKSFK EAkJNPRPF
Convert jethods script does not show an error message on method conversion failure
qhe Convert jethods scriét does not generate an error message when it is unable to convert an
acquisition method with nNLnP above NORM for a SRMM eigh jass or SRMMH eigh jass series
system into a method for a RRMM series systemK qhe pave button is not available indicating that
the method conversion cannot éroceedK EAkJNOUF
qhe murge jodifier script does not work if the Analyst aata folder is stored on a network
drive
cor the murge scriét to workI the Analyst aata directory must be stored on the local coméuterK
EAkJRMRF
qhe Convert jethods script causes converted method to lose precision
fn the acquisition methods converted using the Convert jethods scriétI the nNLnP masses are
rounded to the nearest second decimal élaceI making these values different from the original
methodK EAkJTMOF
®

rsers should not launch scripts from the Analyst poftware folder in tindows bxplorer
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®

®

pome Analyst poftware scriéts are available as Kexe files within the Analyst poftware foldersK
eoweverI these scriéts should not be launched manuallyK qhey should only be launched from
®
within the Analyst poftwareK EAkJNOMFK
ln tindows T operating systemI the jascot script does not populate the file name
automatically
ln tindows T oéerating systems with fnternet bxélorer UI the jascot scriét does not éoéulate
file name automaticallyK rsers will need to select the file name manually using the _rowse buttonK
Epq PPTVTF
qj

Autonuant with Automatic oeportsKdll script does not support Scheduled joj
data

algorithm

qj

then the _atchpcriétariver pcriét is run and if a pcheduled joj algorithm data file is selected
to be érocessed with the Autonuant with Automatic oeéortsKdll scriétI then an error message
indicating that saméles are not coméatible with the quantitation method aééearsK rsers can érocess
joj data successfullyK Epq VMROF
iabel ufCs script labels traces with zeroes
qj

ff the iabelufCs scriét is run using pcheduled joj algorithm dataI the ufC trace is labeled with
zeroesK qhe mass correséonding to each ufC can be found in the header of the data fileK Epq SNMVF
jascot script fails to run for single bmf spectra
qhe jascot scriét fails to run for single bmf séectra or for summed bmf séectra acquired with jCA
turned onK ln the bxélore menuI click phow qfCI highlight the entire qfC or highlight a small region
around the éeak of interest and then run the jascot scriétK _y defaultI the search oétion All jpLjp
séectra from selected regionEsF in qfC is selectedK qhis oétion will run correctlyK Epq UURSF
bxclusion iist cannot be imported into an faA jethod
qhe bxclusion iist created from the jake bxclusion iist crom péectrum scriét cannot be iméorted
in an faA methodK qo avoid any issuesI enter headers in the list in the format érovided by the
returned error messageK Epq OMOTF
jass range for nN and nP scan data is not extracted
lccasionallyI the ufC crom qable scriét does not extract the entire mass range for nN and nP
scan dataK An error message is shownI indicating the mass ranges that can be extracted can
érovide further guidanceK oeoéening the data file and then restarting the scriét might also correct
this issueK Epq VSQSF
pubsequent integrated area not appearing
then the janually fntegrate pcriét is rung to integrate consecutive éeaksI the blue integrated
area is visible only for the first run of the scriét for the first éeakK pubsequent integrations using
the scriét do not show the blue area and the caétion from the last integration remainsK oeoéen the
data file and then run the scriét again to see the integrated areaK Epq VSRMF
fncorrect ramp information is given for AcO parameter
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ln the RRMM peries pystemsI the jpPnuantlétimization pcriét reéorts the incorrect ramé
information for the AcO éarameterK qhe reéort shows that the AcO éarameter is raméed from M to
NMM ms with a steé size of O msK qhe actual ramé range is M to MKP s with a MKMOR s steé sizeK
Epq VUONF
AcO graph is not always legible
lccasionallyI the AcO graéh éroduced while running the jpPnuantlétimization scriét is illegible
during acquisition in the scriét user interfaceK qhis occurs only for graéhs for which there is no
resulting séectral informationK qhis does not affect the oéeration of the scriétK Epq VUOOF
ptarter method must have a syringe pump enabled for the jpPnuantlptimization script
jake sure that the starter method has a syringe éumé enabledK léen the starter methodI if the
syringe éumé has a crossI rightJclick to select rse to enable it and save the methodK ff the syringe
éumé is not enabledI then the syringe éumé will not run when the scriét is executedK
®

qhe jerge joj jethods script causes the Analyst poftware to stop responding if the
hardware profiles being merged do not match
®

qhe jerge joj jethods scriét causes the Analyst poftware to stoé reséonding if the hardware
érofile does not match the hardware érofile used to create the methods being merged or if the
matching hardware érofile is not activeK qo avoid this issueI make sure that the hardware érofile
®
activated in the Analyst poftware matches the active hardware érofile for the joj methods being
mergedK Epq NTQRRF
jerge joj methods script does not merge the Compound fa
bnter the Coméound fa manuallyK Epq OQTQF
brror when selecting “pubtract Control aata from pample aata” on the pcripts menu
mress phift while selecting the scriétK An About dialog oéens and the scriét runsK Epq SOMUF
®

qhe ufC from _mC script causes the Analyst poftware to stop responding
ao not use this scriétK Epq SOMVF
fnclusion and bxclusion lists are not copied when faA methods are converted using the
Convert jethods script
qo avoid this issueI edit the masses in the fnclusion and bxclusion lists of the original method
to fit within the acceéted range of the destination methodK Epq NUVUSF
jethods with ifq scan types that have mass ranges over NMMM aa cannot be converted to
®
nqoAm RRMM methods using the Convert jethods script
qo avoid this issueI change the mass range of the original method to fit within the acceétable range
of the destination methodK Epq NUSTMF
Convert jethods script
After a method is created using this scriétI review the new method to make sure that the method
has been converted to correctlyK
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meripheral aevices
qj

bxioniC

peries aevices

fn janual quneI all the parameters for pumpI autosamplerI and system controller are not
qj
shown when iC method is selected for bxioniC devices
qj

then iC jethod is selected in the janual qune mode for a hardware érofile containing bxioniC
devicesI the timetable Elocated on the right side of the muméI AutosamélerI and pystem Controller
tabsF is not shownK As a workaround for this issueI create the acquisition method in the Acquisition
jethod bditorI save it and then oéen it in janual qune modeK EAkJSQQF
pome methods with errors from iC can be saved but cannot be opened
qj

then an acquisition method with an bxioniC method éarameter outside of the allowed range
®
is savedI the Analyst poftware generates an error about the wrong value but allows the user to
save the methodK eoweverI this method cannot be loaded after being closed and cannot be used
for acquisitionK EAkJSTUF
®

ff the Analyst poftwareI oemote fnstrument status feature is usedI then the detailed status
qj
for a connected bxioniC devices stack is not shown
qhe detailed status of the connected iC devices stack is blank when viewed from the oemote
fnstrument ptatusK EAkJSUSF
qj

bxioniC devicesW qhe Configuration rf dialog opens in the background behind all other
®
open windows after a fresh Analyst poftware installation or after the computer is restarted
qj

auring hardware érofile creation for bxioniC series devicesI when the Configure button is
clickedI the Configuration rf dialog oéens in the background behind all other windowsK qhis haééens
after installation or after the coméuter is restartedK qo bring the Configrfaialog in the foreground
Eafter clicking on Configure buttonFI minimize all of the oéen aéélications until the Configrfdialog
is visibleK After thisI every time the Configure button is clickedI the Configuration rf dialog will
always oéen in the foregroundK EAkJTNTF
Acquisition using the bxioniC maA aetector in Oa mode might stop occasionally
then using the bxioniC maA aetectorI acquisition might stoé occasionallyK then this haééensI
®
the Analyst poftware will abort the acquiring saméle and then stoé the queueK qhis issue has
occurred when using the maA aetector in Oa modeK As a resultI it is currently recommended to
use the maA aetector in Pa mode to minimize the likelihood of this occurringK rsers who encounter
this issue should contact pCfbu suééort at sciexKcomLrequestJsuééort to enquire about a solutionK
EAkJTNUF
qj

bxioniC configuration of a newly created or edited hardware profile is being applied to
qj
all existing hardware profiles containing bxioniC devices
qj

ff the configuration of a hardware érofile containing an bxioniC device is modified or if a new
hardware érofile containing any of these devices is createdI then the configuration of existing
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hardware érofiles containing any of these devices is also changed automaticallyK All configuration
oétions such as cast iCI ési unitsI relaysI syncI system éressure maxI and so on are saved to
qj
every other hardware érofile containing an bxioniC deviceI even if the edited or newly created
hardware érofile is not activatedK cor examéleI if there is an active hardware érofile that includes
qj
a binary gradient bxioniC mumé and the user creates a hardware érofile that includes an isocratic
qj
bxioniC mumé but does not activate the érofileI then the active hardware érofile becomes
isocratic as wellK EAkJVQPF
qj

cor the bxioniC devicesI the batch is suspended when a vial is missing even if the queue
option "cail whole batch in case of missing vial" is not selected
then a batch that contains a saméle whose vial location is missing a vial is submitted and if the
nueue oétion cail whole batch in case of missing vial is not selectedI then the saméle
exéeriences an acquisition error and the rest of the saméles in the batch are suséendedK EAkJVSRF
qj

qhe current list of auto-configured bxioniC devices in the hardware profile is overridden
by the list of devices from the last successfully activated hardware profile
qj

then the bxioniC devices are usedI in rare casesI while autoJconfiguring the devices in the
qj
bxioniC stack during hardware érofile creationI the aevices in use list in the pCfbu iC
qj
Configuration window might show the bxioniC devices from the last successfully activated
hardware érofileK fn such a caseI the hardware érofile cannot be activated because of the mismatch
between the devices listed in the hardware érofile and the devices in the stackK qhe work around
is to delete or rename the file ?Configuration|aefaultKxml? in
CWymrogramaatayphimadzuyiCjimicOyConfigurationsI and then autoJconfigure the devices againK
EAkJNMOPF
qj

bxioniC

Autosampler internal rinsing-related issue
qj

fn the acquisition method with bxioniC devicesI if NI OI or P rinse solvents are selected in the
fnternal oinse settings sectionI then the internal rinse does not take élaceK torkaround is to
select Q solvents to start the internal rinseK eoweverI users will need to decrease rinse volume to
coméensate for the added rinse timeK AlsoI to start the rinse érocessI use the following setting in
the oinse sequenceW oMJ>koneJ>koneJ>oMK qhis issue might occur if the start or end of the rinse
sequence is set to koneK EAkJNMUSF

CqC mAi L ieap aevices
_atch fails to continue on a missing vial error for a CqC mAi autosampler with the ait
Eaynamic ioad and tashF feature
ff a CqC mAi autosaméler is used with the ait featureI then the batch fails to continue when it
encounters a missing vial error even though the cail whole batch in case of missing vial oétion
®
is not selected in the Analyst poftware nueue létions dialogK qhe workaround is to not use the
ait feature with a CqC mAi autosamélerK EAkJNMMQF
iocations tab does not show tray type or stacks correctly for a CqC autosampler with mixed
stacks
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then a CqC autosaméler with mixed stacks is usedI the iocations tab in the Analyst NKT poftware
with eotcix N does not show trays or stacks correctlyI and does not allow vials to be selected
éroéerlyI which in turn érevents user from using the iocations tab to create batchesK qo avoid this
issueI trays and saméle locations can be selected on the pample tab in the _atch bditorK EAkJPUNF
CqC software update
ff aéélications use the CqC pah Efor examéleI CqC Cycle Coméoser or CqC Cycle bditorF that
®
are older than version NKSKMKPI then the pah might not work after the Analyst poftware is installedK
Contact the manufacturer for the latest versions of the CqC softwareK Epq POOQRI pq PPPTRF
bnabling and disabling barcode reading
qhe CqC mAi Autosaméler jethod bditor now contains an bnable _arcode oeading check boxK
pelecting this check box Eflag lkF activates the barcode reading and storing featureK Clearing this
check box disables barcode readingK
cigure Q-N bnable _arcode oeading check box

_arcode readings fail
ff a barcode reading is atteméted but fails Edue to tornI misélaced or missing labels and so onFI
then the barcode information for that éarticular saméle is shown and stored as kLAK
_arcode reading is disabled
ff the user disables the barcode reading featureI then no barcode information is added to the data
file and oesults qables created from these files do not show a pcanned _arcode columnK ff a
mixed groué of saméles Esome with barcode information and others withoutF are used to create a
oesults qableI the saméles lacking barcode information show kLA in the pcanned _arcode
columnK
fssue with multiple trays assignment
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CqC _atch bditor iocation tab saméle assignments do not work correctly if a tray éosition has
multiéle trays assignedK pet the saméle tray and vial éositions on the paméle tab insteadK EpCo
NOVONI pCo NOVOPF
A message is shown when removing the CqC cycle editor Eversion OKMKTF
then removing the CqC Cycle bditorI the message oemove phared ciles\ is shownK Click koK
®
ff the user clicks vesI then some required files installed by the Analyst poftware are removedI
®
and the Analyst poftware fails to activate the hardware érofile that contains the CqC mAi
autosamélerK
eardware profile must be reactivated to use the new custom cycles
oeactivate the hardware érofile to view the new custom cycles created using the CqC Cycle bditorK
EpCo NPRMNF
fnjection valve switches when CqC method is stopped
qhe CqC injection valve switches after abort during injectionK qhis can affect chromatograéhy of
the subsequent analysesK
qhe terminal unlocks when the CqC method is stopped
qhe CqC mAi terminal unlocks when the CqC method is stoééedK qo lock the CqCI reactivate the
hardwareK
ketwork data folder
qhe CqC mAi data folder must be on a local driveK ff it is on a network driveI then the hardware
érofile does not activateK EpCo NNSSRF
qj

bxioniC

iC pystem or phimadzu aevices

koteW
lnly one iC configuration can be saved out of all the iC systems that are use the phimadzu
jfjfC O driverI even if the iC systems were added to different hardware érofilesK Changing the
iC configuration in one hardware érofile overwrites any érevious configurationK ff a different iC
system using the jfjfC O driver is to be used in an existing hardware érofileI then make sure
to reJconfigure the iC system before trying to activate the hardware érofileK
qhe iC systems that use the phimadzu jfjfCO driver include the followingW
qj

• bxioniC

iC pystem

• phimadzu iCQM system
• phimadzu iC OM or iCJPM system activated through the fntegrated pystem phimadzu iCJOMLPM
ControllerK
qj

rnable to configure a phimadzu or bxioniC
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qhe fntegrated pystem phimadzu iCJQM ControllerI fntegrated pystem phimadzu iCJOMLPM
ControllerI and fntegrated pystem pCfbu iC Controller use the jfjfC O driverK lccasionallyI after
qj
this version of the software is installedI the user cannot configure a phimadzu or bxioniC iC
pystem device in the hardware érofile through these controllersK qo resolve this issueI delete the
Configuration_aefaultKxml file from CWymrogramaatayphimadzuyiCjimicOyConfigurationsI start
the coméuter againI and then configure the deviceK ff an existing hardware érofile contains an iC
device that uses the jfjfC O driverI then the user must comélete autoJconfiguration again after
the coméuter is startedK EAkJNTTQF
®

®

koteW qhis issue can also occur if the Analyst NKTKO poftware is removed and then the Analyst
NKTKN poftware is installedK
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qj

A hardware profile configured with a phimadzu or bxioniC

iC pystem might fail to activate

®

then the Analyst poftware or the Analystpervice stoés unexéectedly after a hardware érofile
qj
configured with a phimadzu or bxioniC iC pystem has been activatedI a device failed to initialize
error might be shown when the user tries to activate the hardware érofile againK qo resolve this
issueI start the coméuter againI and then activate the hardware érofileK EAkJNTUNF
qj

maA in signal mode is not supported for bxioniC

or phimadzu iC pystems

_ecause of a signal outJofJsync issue using the uédated version of the jfjfC O driverI maA in
qj
signal mode is not suééorted for bxioniC or phimadzu iC pystems in this version of the softwareK
As an alternativeI maA in PJa mode can be usedK EAkJNTVQF
A method with invalid iC parameters can be saved with an error but cannot be opened
then an acquisition method with an iC éarameter outside of the allowed range is savedI the
®
Analyst poftware shows an error about the wrong value but generates the methodK eoweverI this
method cannot be oéened after being closed and cannot be used for acquisitionK qhis issue is
aéélicable for most iC systemsI including the phimadzu iCJQM systemK Agilent iC systems are
not iméactedK EAkJNUNPF

phimadzu aevices
fn janual quneI not all of the options for the modules are shown when an iC method is
selected for phimadzu iC-OMLPM devices activated through the fntegrated pystem phimadzu
iC-OMLPM ControllerI or for phimadzu iC-QM devices
ff an iC jethod is selected in janual qune for a hardware érofile containing phimadzu iCJOMLPM
devices activated through the fntegrated pystem phimadzu iCJOMLPM ControllerI or for a hardware
érofile containing phimadzu iCJQM devicesI then the following oétions are missing from the right
side of the module windowW
• qime mrogram oétionI for all modules that have the qime mrogram oétion enabled in the
Acquisition jethod bditor
• mretreatment oétionI for the Autosaméler module
• mumé mode switching oétion E_K db vs fplFI for the iCJQM mumé module
• Autoéurge oétionI for the iCJQM mumé module
As a workaround for this issueI create the acquisition method in the Acquisition jethod bditorI
save it and then oéen it in janual qune modeK EAkJNUNOF
qhe phimadzu emiC stack does not go into the standby mode when ptandby is selected
during equilibration
qhe phimadzu emiC stack does not go to standby when ptandby is selected during the equilibration
éeriodK qhe mass séectrometer goes to standby but the éumé and oven continue to runK As a
workaroundI first éress oeady and then éress ptandby during equilibrationK EAkJSSPF
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AutoConfig shows the same serial number for all pumps
®

qhe phimadzu driver included in the Analyst software adds the ability to automatically scan and
configure the hardware érofile based on the devices attached to the C_j moduleK A defect in this
driver causes all connected éumés to show the serial number of the first éuméK eoweverI if the
®
devices are manually configured using the integrated device driver in the Analyst softwareI then
the cile fnfo for acquired data reflects the correct serial numbersK Eqq PRNMNF
qhe layout of the NKR mi cooled rack has been changed
A new high caéacity NKR mi cooled rack has been introduced for the phimadzu iC PM series
autosamélerK qhe layout of this rack has been changed to accommodate the NMR vials and therefore
cannot be selected using the existing NKR mi Cooled rack oétion from the iocation tab in the _atch
bditorK qo use this new rackI select the NKR mi ptandard rackK qhe new rack will still be cooledK
Epq PQMSNF
qhe fm address must be typed to establish an bthernet connection
cor tindows T usersI when establishing an bthernet connectionI the phimadzu device search
function cannot retrieve the fm address from the phimadzu C_jK rsers must tyée the fm addressK
Epq OVQMMF
®

ff a different user logs on to the Analyst softwareI then the phimadzu AAl might stop
responding
®

fn jixed jodeI if a different user logs on to the Analyst softwareI the phimadzu AAl might stoé
reséondingK ff this issue occursI stoé the AnalystperviceKexe and the phimadzuAAlKexe using
®
qask janager and then start the Analyst softwareK Epq PPPPNF
_atches can fail if the post treatment cycle does not complete before sample acquisition
has completed
cor the phimadzu iC PM series autosamélerI when creating an acquisition methodI do not select
After Acquisition from the oinsing ptart qime list on the fnternal oinse dialogK pelect ppecify
ptart qime or do not use this oétion in the acquisition methodK qhe internal rinse must be coméleted
before the saméle acquisition has coméletedK Epq PPUORF
nueue functionality is lost
merforming an abort when a phimadzu device is in the bquilibrate mode Eby manually éutting the
device in the ptandby or oeady mode before bquilibration has coméletedF results in a loss of
queue functionalityK qo regain control of the queueI stoé the Analystpervice and éowerJcycle the
phimadzu stackK EpCo VRUUF
phimadzu pfi-NMAc and pfi-NMAxl autosamplers are not supported
qhe phimadzu pfiJNMAc and pfiJNMAxl autosamélers are not suééorted even though the oétion
®
exists in the Analyst software eardware Configuration bditorK ao not select these autosamélers
as the user might not be able to activate the hardware érofileK
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bnabling additional devices in the phimadzu mrominence stack might require a reboot of
the stack
then additional devices are enabled in the phimadzu mrominence stack Esuch as the rack changerFI
a full reboot of the stack might be required to allow the hardware érofile to be successfully activated
®
in the Analyst softwareK
ioss of synchronization occurs when short acquisition times are specified for a phimadzu
mrominence stack
®

A loss of synchronization between the Analyst software and the phimadzu mrominence stack
might occur if the acquisition time séecified is shorter than the time necessary for the autosaméler
to comélete the rinse washesK jake sure that the jp acquisition method is at least one to two
minutes longK
qhe pump pressure maximum limit might need to be increased during creation of a phimadzu
method
qhe default éumé éressure maximum limit might be too low and might lead to éressure errors on
the hardware and subsequent acquisition errorsK qhereforeI the default limit might need to be
increased when phimadzu methods are createdK
ko error message is shown when a phimadzu deep-well plate is missing
ff a deeéJwell élate is missing in the phimadzu autosamélerI then the autosaméler fails to detect
it and the run éroceeds without the software being notified of any errorK
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fssues occur when Analystpervice is restarted
ff the user reboots the coméuter or restarts the AnalystperviceKexe Ewith the tindows pervices
control éanelFI then the system might stoé reséondingK mowerJcycle the phimadzu controller and
®
then activate the hardware érofile in the Analyst software to helé restore the systemK EpCo NPOSSF
qhe user needs tindows local Administrator rights to modify the hardware profile
qo create or modify hardware érofiles that include phimadzu devicesI the user must be a tindows
iocal Administrator or have equivalent éermissionsK Epo NNURUI pCo NPOSNF
qhe wrong vial number is sent to the autosampler
then phimadzu devices are usedI the wrong vial number is sent to the autosaméler if rack tyée
Q is in useK EpCo NOMNMF
oeset the device from the controller manually
oeset the phimadzu autosaméler from the controller after an abort or failureK CurrentlyI there is
®
no way for the Analyst software to do this automaticallyK EpCo NMRPOI pCo NOVONF
fssues occur due to a mismatch of duration time
qhe default duration for phimadzu methods is VM minutesK then tuning with a mass séectrometer
scan duration shorter than the phimadzu time érogram duration Eas in the default tune methodFI
®
the user is not able to stoé the tune run using the Analyst software after the mass séectrometer
has finished scanningK mress run on the controller or change the default phimadzu time érogram
duration to match the jp duration in the phimadzu method editorK EpCo VRNRF
Clearing “cail whole batch in case of missing vial” does not work
Clearing this feature found in qools > pettings > nueue lptions > > does not workK qhe batch
fails regardless of whether the user has selected this check boxK
phimadzu oack Changer racks are incorrectly labeled
CurrentlyI the phimadzu oack Changer racks are labeled as followsW NKR mi sial CooledI jqm VS
CooledI jqm PUQ CooledI aeeé tell jqm VS CooledI and aeeé tell jqm PUQ CooledK qhe
phimadzu oack Changer racks are not offered in the cooled format but are incorrectly labeled with
the “Cooled” suffixK fgnore the “Cooled” suffixK qhese trays do not érovide the cooling caéabilityK
Epq NUMPOF

iC mackings aevices
aevice has issues locating reagent vial positions
camos Autosaméler rser aefined mrogram EramF does not éroéerly locate oeagent sial éositionsK
EpCo NOOMQF
rsers must define pressure in bar units
ff the rltijate fntegrated pystem is usedI then select the éressures in bar unitsK EpCo VORTI pCo
NPUSPF
®
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jissing vials cause acquisition issues
Acquisition issues might occur if there are missing vials in a large batch with iC mackings devices
Eboth camos and rltijateFK EpCo VPRPF

aAa aevices
rse a single wiff file for large data
ff a large amount of data is acquired using a aiode Array aetector EaAaF device to a single wiff
fileI then the file might become corruétedK qo érevent any issuesI always acquire aAa data to
multiéle wiff files if a large number of saméles are acquiredK

Agilent aevices
Acquiring aAa data at rates greater than OM ez is not recommended
®

cor the Analyst poftwareI the guidance is OM ez and belowK rsing higher acquisition rates causes
the acquisition to take much longer than exéectedK Epq ORPVSI pq PRROQF
qhe Agilent NOSM mump dQOOM_ is not supported Epq PPPNUF
Agilent mumps

Compatibility

Agilent NOSM and qhe Agilent NOSM and NOVM éumés cannot be used in the same hardware
NOVM éumés
érofileK Epq PPPNPF
Agilent NOSM
dNPOV_
configuration
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qhe Agilent NOSM dNPOV_ autosaméler must be configured as an Agilent
NOMM dNPOVA autosaméler to oéerateK Epq PQNMQF
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Agilent mumps

Compatibility

Coméatibility with Acquisition methods that were created for Agilent NOMMJseries devices can
Agilent NOMM
be oéened and used if the current hardware érofile includes Agilent
jethods
NOSMJseries devices that are functionally equivalent to the NOMMJseries devices
used in the methodK qhe following devices are functionally equivalentW
• NOMM dNPNO_ _inary mumé pi and NOSM dNPNO_ _inary mumé
• NOMM dNPNSA Column lven and NOSM dNPNSA Column lven
koteW cor methods to be coméatibleI all of the devices in the currently active hardware érofile
must be the same asI or functionally equivalent toI the devices used in the original methodK
koteW ff a éreviously created ENOMMF acquisition method is used to acquire data with a functionally
equivalent NOSMJseries deviceI the cile fnformation shows that the acquisition method was
created with a NOMMJseries deviceK qo avoid thisI oéen the acquisition method with the new
NOSMJseries device active in the hardware érofile and then save it Eor save as a new method
and then use the new method for acquisitionFK
®

murging and priming issues using the Analyst poftware
qhe QOOMA _inary mumé uses an integrated softwareJcontrolled éurge valveK
®

qhe Analyst poftware suééorts this functionality in both the Acquisition jethod bditor and janual
quning through the murge oétionK
cigure Q-O murge lption in the Acquisition jethod bditor

®
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cigure Q-P murge lption in janual quning

then the murge oétion is activatedI the Agilent NOVM _inary mumé oéens the éurge valveI allowing
system éurgingK
qo create a éurging methodI use only the qotal qimeI clow oateI and AL_EBF fieldsK salues
entered in the iimitsI iimits EAdvancedFI and jicro jode tabs are ignoredK
rse janual quning to éurge or érime the system or create an acquisition method to be used
exclusively for éurgingK qhis method can be submitted via the Acquisition _atch bditor in the same
manner as acquisition methodsK fn this scenarioI the mass séectrometer acquires data to the
séecified wiff fileK
cigure Q-Q bxample Acquisition _atch with a murge jethod _efore Acquisition

Changes to aAa acquisition
qhe Agilent QONOA and QONO_ aAas have a single lamé sourceK qhe usable wavelength range is
NVM to SQM nmK AdditionallyI the QONOA aAa suééorts slit widths ué to U nmI and the QONO_ has
a fixed slit width of Q nmK
_aud oate for perial communication
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ff the Agilent NOVM or NOSM stack is configured for perial EopOPOF communicationI make sure that
®
the baud rate is set in the Analyst poftware to NV OMMK
cractional injection volumes are not supported for Agilent autosamplers
then fractional injection volumes are requestedI the decimal éortion is truncated and only the
integer value is injectedK cor examéleI if an injection of OKR ‘i is attemétedI the actual injection is
O ‘iK Epq OUPQMF
A hardware profile containing an Agilent aAa NPNRa cannot be activated
then atteméting to activate a hardware érofile containing an Agilent aAa NPNRa that has an
®
incorrect fm address assigned to itI the Analyst poftware stoés reséondingK jake sure that the
fm address is the actual address of the aAaK
Agilent wellplate
Agilent well élate autosamélers generate a fault when a vial is missingK oeactivate the hardware
érofile and device to recoverK EpCo NOMSMF
Agilent NOMM peripheral devices cannot use CAk connections over bthernet
qo use these éeriéheral devicesI configure each éeriéheral indeéendently using an bthernet
connection through an bthernet hub or connect each using an opJOPO cableK Epq NSNMUF

merkinblmer
qhe last decimal number is missing in the ptatus dialog
qhe flow rate of a merkinblmer éumé reéorted in the ptatus dialog during acquisition is missing
the last decimal numberK cor examéleI if the éumé flow rate is MKMTR mlLminuteI the reéort shows
TM ‘iLminute instead of TR ‘iLminuteK EpCo NNPTMF

qempo jaiC pystem
Acquisition using the qempo™ jaiC system occasionally stalls
lccasionallyI a saméle in a batch submitted to the nueue shows as “acquiring” even after the
acquisition time is comélete and the remaining saméles show a status of “waiting”X the batch never
advances to the next saméleK qhis issue is intermittentK ff it occursI then resubmit the remaining
samélesK
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ON Cco mart NN Compliance
®

qhe Analyst poftware can be used to make sure that the site comélies with the ON Cco mart NN
blectronic oecords and blectronic pignatures regulationsK qhis coméliance relies on the ability of
the administrator ability to create a secure environment for generatingI analyzingI and storing dataK
Coméliance often involves the software of many different vendors for functions ranging from ifjp
®
to data acquisition and from érocessing to archivingK qhe Analyst poftware has the necessary
features for creating and maintaining an electronic record system by éroviding valid electronic
records of the acquisition and quantitative érocessing of dataK
®

qhe Analyst poftware is designed to be used as éart of a ON Cco mart NN coméliant system and
®
can be configured to suééort ON Cco mart NN comélianceK thether the use of the Analyst poftware
®
is ON Cco mart NN coméliant is deéendent on the actual use and configuration of the Analyst
poftware in the labK
salidation services are available through A_ pCfbu dlobal pervices J oegulated and Clinical
jarkets K cor more informationI contact comélianceservices@sciexKcomK
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mrograms and rtilities
®

qhe following utility is installed with the Analyst poftware in the ymrogram cilesy Analysty_in folderK
qable A-N rtilities
mrogram

aescription

qranslatKexe

rtility to convert Agilent data files to the Analyst poftware data format and
®
jacintosh iibrary files to the Analyst poftware library formatK bnables
creation of databases on pni perverK qranslatKexe does not work over a
network for Agilent dataK

®

Cco|cileCheckKexe rtility to rerun the installation qualification testK ft is accessible from the
tindows ptart menuK

®
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_
®

fntegration fssue Addressed in the Analyst NKQKO
poftware
qhis issue is found using the manualJéarameter éortion of the fntellinuan Algorithm Enamed jnffFK
fn the jnff éortion of the fntellinuan algorithmI a “péecify marameters – jnff” mode exists when
the phow Leide marameters button is éressed twiceK qhe issue has only been observed when
the “péecify marameters µ jnff” mode has been selected when reviewing the results table and
the associated éeak review éanesK qhe results were calculated indeéendently for the two disélays
and as a result conflicting data is observedK
qhe noise threshold calculation affects integrationK auring the érocessI the chromatogram is first
baselineJsubtractedK qhe resulting chromatogram is then used to calculate the koise mercentW a
method of setting the noise threshold by sorting all éoints by intensityI taking a éoint at the koise
mercent éercentileI and using its intensity level as a basis for the noise thresholdK
kormally when the koise mercent éoint falls on zeroJsignal sections of the baselineJsubtracted
chromatogramI the noise threshold is calculated as zero and the noise éercentage Ekoise mercent
éointF is automatically increased to more accurately reflect the noise in the baselineK qhis results
in the noise threshold recalculated to a more aééroériate value and a lower éeak areaK qhe issue
occurs when the “koise mercent” éoint falls on a éoint with a very small near zero valueI a numeric
residual left after various numerical conversions and subtractionI that is usually evaluated as zeroK
fn this caseI the noise éercentage is calculated as a non zero number and is therefore considered
validK qhe original noise threshold of aééroximately zero is chosenI instead of increasing the koise
mercent éoint and recalculating the noise thresholdK qhis results in a near zero baseline and a
slightly greater area under the éeak being integratedK
qhe noise threshold value is lower than when the issue does not occurI leading to a higher
integration valueK
®

Changes fntroduced in the Analyst NKR poftware
qj

®

pcheduled joj Algorithm functionality has been added to the Analyst NKR poftwareK As éart
of this functionalityI the fntellinuan integration mode has been adjusted for all integrations to
suééort unequal séacing of data éoints collected during acquisitionK fn additionI some smoothing
functionality has been uédated in reséonse to customer feedbackK eoweverI they do have a minor
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effect on the way in which the area under the curve and éeak height are calculatedI regardless as
qj
to whether the pcheduled joj Algorithm functionality is usedK
qhese includeW
• rédating the fnA ff and jn fff algorithms to use the traéezoidal areaJunderJtheJcurve method
already used in the software with manual integrationK
• fn the séecific case of smoothing of data with a RJéoint smooth or greater ETJéointI VJéointI for
examéleFI the interaction between the pavitskyJdolay smoothing algorithm and the count values
for the éeak start and end has been adjusted to correctly account for negative values created
by the pavitskyJdolay smoothK
duidance
• cor éeaks with > NM éoints across the éeakI these uédates will have minor effectI most likely
less than NBK
• cor éeaks with Y NM éoints across the éeakI eséecially when éut under a smooth of R éoints or
moreI the changes should result in a more accurate calculation of the éeak areaI but the change
will most likely be greater than RBK
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Customer qraining
• fn korth AmericaW kAKCustomerqraining@sciexKcom
• fn buroéeW buroéeKCustomerqraining@sciexKcom
• lutside the br and korth AmericaI visit sciexKcomLeducation for contact informationK

lnline iearning Center
qj

• pCfbu rniversity

pCfbu pupport
pCfbu and its reéresentatives maintain a staff of fullyJtrained service and technical séecialists
located throughout the worldK qhey can answer questions about the system or any technical issues
that might ariseK cor more informationI visit the pCfbu website at sciexKcom or contact us in one
of the following waysW
• sciexKcomLcontactJus
• sciexKcomLrequestJsuééort

Cyberpecurity
cor the latest guidance on cybersecurity for pCfbu éroductsI visit sciexKcomLéroductsecurityK

aocumentation
qhis version of the document suéercedes all érevious versions of this documentK
qo view this document electronicallyI Adobe Acrobat oeader is requiredK qo download the latest
versionI go to httésWLLgetKadobeKcomLreaderK
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qo find software éroduct documentationI refer to the release notes or software installation guide
that comes with the softwareK
qo find hardware éroduct documentationI refer to the Customer oeference asa that comes with
the system or coméonentK
qhe latest versions of the documentation are available on the pCfbu websiteI at
sciexKcomLcustomerJdocumentsK
koteW qo request a freeI érinted version of this documentI contact sciexKcomLcontactJusK
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